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This NewEarth University COVID-19 Intelligence Brief informs from primary sources, a distillation of data
contrary to the official narrative, from the most reliable mainstream and alternative sources available, to allow
intelligent decision-making.
The scope is daunting, with new information flowing by the minute in an ever-evolving crisis. This is but a
snapshot of a period in the event stream. The message however is clear, mainstream media distorts, official
infection and death numbers are intentionally exaggerated to create fear, virus and vaccine science is unsettled,
despotic tendencies in bureaucrats emerge. We direct the reader to researching the ideas and links in this paper
to keep abreast and make intelligent decisions for the betterment of humanity. The greater picture is not
amenable to sound bite reality, and thereby requires intelligent consideration of diverse data streams.
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Pandemic Origins
Virosphere
Viruses and Exosomes -- Germ and Terrain Theories
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Pandemic Fraud
Problems with Coronavirus Vaccines
Low Cost Available Treatments
Dissenting Governmental & Professional Voices
Global lockdown -- Crackdown on Human Rights
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Conclusion

Pandemic Origins
The official narrative is that a pathogenic virus, SARS-CoV-2, originated in bats and jumped to humans via
unsanitary conditions at a Wuhan wild animal food market, where, unsurprisingly, no bats are sold.1 The
attendant disease is termed COVID-19. There is evidence it was active around the world prior to the official
story.2,3
A secondary narrative attendant to this is that SARS-CoV-2 is the product of Chinese bioweapon research being
undertaken at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) near to the market and was accidentally or intentionally
released.
There are curiosities and mysteries surrounding the happenings in Wuhan. The 7th (2019) Military World Games
began in Wuhan October 18, 2019, the same day as Event 201 in the USA began.
The Wuhan Games hosted around 10,000 athletes from over 100 countries competing.4 Reports are that cell
phone activity data shows a complete shutdown of a high-security section of the Wuhan lab for 2.5 weeks
1 https://www.healthline.com/health/coronavirus-covid-19
2 https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/496304-coronavirus-started-infecting-people-globally-late-last-year-study
3 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/05/08/covid-19-pandemic-may-have-started-october-says-uk-french-study/
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2019_Military_World_Games
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between Oct. 7 and Oct. 24, the timeframe of the games. China foreign ministry spokesperson Lijian Zhao
alleged that the U.S. might have brought the coronavirus to Wuhan during the games, causing the epidemic.5
Satellite Data, Internet Searches Suggest COVID-19 Hit China 'Long Before' Previously Known: Harvard
Significant spikes in hospital traffic and Baidu internet searches for terms related to COVID-19 suggest that the
virus hit Wuhan, China "beginning in late Summer and early Fall 2019," according to a new study by Harvard
Medical School.6

Analysis of hospital traffic and search engine data in Wuhan China indicates early disease activity in the Fall of
20197
New York based Event 201 was “a high-level pandemic exercise” hosted by Johns Hopkins with the World
Economic Forum and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, an
exercise that mirrored exactly what was immediately unfolding with
the COVID-19 pandemic.8
There are questionable connections to the Wuhan lab with the
main Western drivers of the global vaccination drive. The Wuhan
Institute WIV was researching related bat coronaviruses, partly
with funding from U.S. NIAID, who had to cease University of North
Carolina (UNC) based research due to perceived pandemic
dangers.9 Chinese scientist Shi Zhengli, director of the Center for
Emerging Infectious Diseases at WIV, specialised in SARS
coronaviruses under tutelage of Prof Ralph Baric at the UNC.
When Baric’s research was stopped at UNC it was shifted to WIV
under Shi’s direction.10
COVID-19: Further Evidence that the Virus Originated in the US
The Taiwanese physician noted that in August of 2019 the US had a flurry of lung pneumonias or similar, which the Americans
blamed on ‘vaping’ from e-cigarettes, but which, according to the scientist, the symptoms and conditions could not be explained
by e-cigarettes. He said he wrote to the US officials telling them he suspected those deaths were likely due to the coronavirus.
He claims his warnings were ignored. Immediately prior to that, the CDC totally shut down the US Military’s main bio-lab at Fort
Detrick, Maryland, due to an absence of safeguards against pathogen leakages, issuing a complete “cease and desist” order to
the military. It was immediately after this event that the ‘e-cigarette’ epidemic arose.11

Patents on related coronaviruses are held by various organizations including the Crown owned Pirbright
Institute, holding U.S. Pat. No. 10,130,70112, while some of these appear unrelated, they could still be utilised
strategically to prevent others from patenting similar viruses and vaccines. Manipulating these types of viruses
has been the subject of high-level laboratory research for decades.
Luc Montagnier, Nobel Prize winner for HIV, says that SARS-COV-2 is “manmade.” 13

5 https://www.ibtimes.sg/us-military-brought-coronavirus-china-top-official-refers-military-games-wuhan-2019-40911
6 https://www.zerohedge.com/health/satellite-data-suggests-covid-19-hit-china-long-previously-known-harvard
7 https://dash.harvard.edu/handle/1/42669767
8 https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/
9 https://www.newsweek.com/dr-fauci-backed-controversial-wuhan-lab-millions-us-dollars-risky-coronavirus-research-1500741
10 https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/04/bill-sardi/the-dark-side-of-the-coronavirus-scam/
11 https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/03/no_author/covid-19-further-evidence-that-the-virus-originated-in-the-us/
12 https://patriots4truth.org/2020/03/06/dr-anthony-s-fauci-running-damage-control-for-pirbright-institute/
13 https://www.gilmorehealth.com/chinese-coronavirus-is-a-man-made-virus-according-to-luc-montagnier-the-man-who-discovered-hiv/
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On a different note, polymath Professor Chandra Wickramasinghe predicted on November 25th, 2019 that
there would be a new viral strain of cosmic origin in the coming months, based on his and astronomer Fred
Hoyle’s virus from space thesis, with the new deep solar minimum in progress.14 A meteoric fireball event was
witnessed on October 11, 2019 over China. Its considered breakup and spread through the troposphere as a
potential virus deposition source “is certainly consistent (thus far) with what has happened in relation to the new
coronavirus epidemic between November 2019 and the present day (3 February 2020).”15
Whatever the origin, the Chinese government went into a state of emergency to control the spread of the
pathogen. Despite their efforts, infection pockets arose around the world, allegedly from infected travelers
spreading the disease, causing governments globally to take drastic measures upon their populations to quell
the spread. One must wonder how it got from Wuhan to all the old people in New York City and Milan, Italy
retirement homes so quickly.
Official sources claim we are in the grips of a terrible pandemic.
There are certainly people falling ill and some dying. The official
narrative is found in the mainstream media.16 Yet there are a
growing number of voices from top medical professionals and
numerous valid data to doubt the veracity of this narrative, those
alternative voices limned in this report, with references. It appears
the lockdowns have limited effects on the spread. There is no doubt
the “lockdown” will cause more death and mayhem than any effects
of the virus.17 And now before this report is finalized we see protests
and riots with no regards to the lockdown whatsoever.
The entire COVID-19 situation is being referred to by many as a
“plandemic” amongst those reasonably distrustful of the official narrative. An honest intellect considers the
extant data.
21 Powerful Facts That Demolish the Official COVID-19 Narrative18
There is definitely a novel virus in circulation present as a factor in serious illness.19 People are dying, mostly
elderly with extant chronic conditions, from what appears in many cases to be a serious upper respiratory
infection, but in others something more mysterious, strange blood clotting, strokes and frostbite-like “covid toes”
in young people,20,21,22,23 though COVID-19 is said to not affect children.
These are symptoms of hypoxic injury, victims initially have low oxygen in their bloodstream, no fever, no
respiratory distress, no white blood cell count elevation, only an increase in liver enzymes, there is no evidence
of viral infection. Advancing symptoms are fever, coughing, ground glass reaction and fluid retention in the
lungs, where bacterial infections take over. While there is a tested viral presence, how this is acting as a cofactor
in these effects remains to be discovered. Nobody has died directly from COVID-19, it is a “scientific
impossibility” according to many doctors.24
14 https://cosmictusk.com/wickramasinghe-predicted-coronavirus-pandemic-in-november-2019/
15 https://www.panspermia.org/steeleetallancet2020.pdf
16 https://www.pharmaceutical-technology.com/special-focus/covid-19/coronavirus-covid-19-outbreak-latest-information-news-and-updates/
17 https://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/uk-scientist-warns-coronavirus-lockdown-risks-more-deaths-a4386661.html
18 https://snooze2awaken.com/2020/04/30/21-powerful-facts-that-demolish-the-official-covid-19-narrative/
19 https://corona-virus-covid19.com/
20 https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/coronavirus/121203419/coronavirus-mysterious-covid19-bloodclotting-complication-deadly
21 https://www.stuff.co.nz/world/americas/121276557/coronavirus-young-healthy-people-dying-from-covid19related-strokes
22 https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/world/2020/04/covid-toes-the-possible-coronavirus-symptom-mostly-seen-in-children.html
23 https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/from-headaches-to-covid-toes-coronavirus-symptoms-are-a-bizarre-mix1/
24 DOCTOR WHO PREDICTED COVID-19 ANSWERS ALL https://youtu.be/5RAtFBvKrVw
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Renowned Forensic Doctor Destroys Media ‘Killer Virus’ Lies: ‘Nobody has Died of COVID-19 in Hamburg
Without Previous Illnesses’ 25
“Covid-19 Does Not Lead to a “Typical” Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome”
Patients with Covid-19 pneumonia, fulfilling the Berlin criteria of ARDS, present an atypical form of the syndrome.
Indeed, the primary characteristics we are observing (confirmed by colleagues in other hospitals), is the
dissociation between their relatively well-preserved lung mechanics and the severity of hypoxemia.26

Coronavirus May Be a Blood Vessel Disease, Which Explains Everything
Many of the infection’s bizarre symptoms have one thing in common
In April, blood clots emerged as one of the many mysterious symptoms attributed to Covid-19, a disease that had
initially been thought to largely affect the lungs in the form of pneumonia. Quickly after came reports of young
people dying due to coronavirus-related strokes. Next it was Covid toes — painful red or purple digits. What do all
of these symptoms have in common? An impairment in blood circulation. Add in the fact that 40% of deaths from
Covid-19 are related to cardiovascular complications, and the disease starts to look like a vascular infection instead
of a purely respiratory one. A respiratory virus infecting blood cells and circulating through the body is virtually
unheard of.27

Air pollution may be ‘key contributor’ to Covid-19 deaths – study
Research shows almost 80% of deaths across four countries were in most polluted regions28

Connecting the Dots: Glyphosate and COVID-19
Glyphosate, one of the most toxic chemicals in the world, may be the key to why some people get severely ill from
COVID-19. An MIT senior research scientist reports29

Can a single virus be the culprit?

Virosphere
For perspective, consider viruses in the environment. People have such fear of viruses, as though they are
solely evil pathogenic microbes, like bullets from a gun, that we must trust our monolithic medical monopolies
to save us from, with their costly and often deadly countermeasures. Yet viruses pervade our bodies and
biosphere, as natural processes of life.
Viruses are the most prevalent “life” form on Earth, the dominant microbe. While not alive in the respiratoryreproductive sense, viruses exhibit remarkably adaptable behavior and integration into the functioning of all
levels of life in Earth’s biosphere.

25 https://rairfoundation.com/renowned-forensic-doctor-destroys-media-killer-virus-lies-nobody-has-died-of-covid-19-in-hamburg-without-previous-illness-watch/
26 http://stateofthenation.co/?p=10920
27 https://elemental.medium.com/coronavirus-may-be-a-blood-vessel-disease-which-explains-everything-2c4032481ab2
28 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/20/air-pollution-may-be-key-contributor-to-covid-19-deaths-study
29 https://jennifermargulis.net/glyphosate-and-covid-19-connection/
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Our virome comprises viruses pervading our body as functional members of our microbiome, approximately 380
trillion in each human!30,31 Our “junk” DNA is composed of approximately 10% retrovirus DNA (the human
genome is only 1.5% of our DNA). This non-protein coding DNA is actively involved in gene expression.
Ancient viral DNA remnants in our DNA are essential for pluripotency to occur in stem cells, that is, to
differentiate into the diverse cells of our bodies.32 Viral DNA is critical for production of salivary amylase,
functioning of stem cells in the fetus, development of the human placenta, and for allowing a mother’s immune
system to tolerate the fetus and not reject it as a foreign body.33 Humans are in many ways constructed and
controlled by viral activities.
There are bacteriophage viruses filling the oceans, equal in mass globally to 75 million blue whales, in process
controlling the temperature, thereby being a major influence on Earth’s weather.34,35,36 Rivers of viruses and
bacteria flow through the upper troposphere, and can be the formative nuclei of raindrops.37 Viruses are
everywhere in soil and in plants.38
Luis Villareal, Professor of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, Virology Department head at U.C. Irvine, takes
a “virus first” approach to what he calls “nonlinear evolution”. He says we live in a “virosphere”. His motto is
Ex virus omnia (from virus everything).39
In other words, we cannot live without our many complex interactions with viruses. Our biosphere is dependent
upon them. Science has much still to learn. This instilled fear of viruses solely as worrying pathogens is an
outmoded, simplified, very incorrect perspective. It brings into question the entire science of vaccines, as an
illogical approach to one alleged virus out of 300+ trillion in our system.

Viruses and Exosomes -- Germ and Terrain Theories
The common definition of a virus affecting biological life is:
Any of various submicroscopic agents that infect living organisms, often causing disease, and that consist of a
single or double strand of RNA or DNA surrounded by a protein coat. Unable to replicate without a host cell, viruses
are typically not considered living organisms.40

Many new discoveries are constantly arising in this field of research. The stunning similarities between
exosomes, essential plant and animal messenger cells, and virions, the protein-coated transmission vectors of
viruses outside of cells, is worthy of consideration in light of this latest research. Some schools of thought
connect the two as a single type, whose function and protein structure depend on the biological state of an
organism, in chemical or energetic terms. Further research is raising important questions as to the validity of
the current paradigm.

30 https://www.freethink.com/articles/meet-the-380-trillion-viruses-inside-your-body
31 Emerging View of the Human Virome https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3701101/
32 https://phys.org/news/2014-03-ancient-virus-dna-remnants-pluripotency.html
33 http://jonlieffmd.com/blog/virus-and-virus-like-particles-in-evolution
34 http://jonlieffmd.com/blog/virus-intelligence-update
35 Pole-to-pole study of ocean life identifies nearly 200,000 marine viruses https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/04/190425115626.htm
36 Deposition rates of viruses and bacteria above the atmospheric boundary layer https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5864199/
37 https://phys.org/news/2018-02-viruseslots-themare-falling-sky.html
38 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0966842X17302779
39 https://www.huffpost.com/entry/luis-p-villarreal-we-need_b_6863898
40 The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 5th Edition
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One of the developing narratives around the pandemic is that viruses are not pathogenic vectors, that they are
simply modified exosomes due to malefic terrain parameters. They appear as markers when a disease
condition is present. There are notable current proponents of this perspective, such as Dr. Andrew Kaufmann,
M.D.41,42
Dr. Kaufmann notes that Koch’s postulates have not been fulfilled for SARS-CoV-2. Koch himself stated later
in life that there was more to the picture, as there are obviously carriers of asymptomatic pathogens.
Scientists Have Utterly Failed to Prove that the Coronavirus Fulfills Koch’s Postulates43
The paper, Aetiology: Koch's postulates fulfilled for SARS virus, claims that Koch’s postulates have been fulfilled
for this virus; however, it fails on the first postulate, as there are numerous asymptomatic carriers. While rather
poorly titled, it does apparently demonstrate potential vector transmission:
Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) has recently emerged as a new human disease, resulting globally in
435 deaths from 6,234 probable cases (as of 3 May 2003). Here we provide proof from experimental infection of
cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fascicularis) that the newly discovered SARS-associated coronavirus (SCV) is the
aetiological agent of this disease.44

In Conserved and host-specific features of influenza virion architecture, the question is begged, with the
underlying assumption of viral priority in the instance:
The virions of many viruses are complex and pleomorphic, making them difficult to analyse in detail. … Influenza
virions share an underlying protein composition with exosomes, suggesting that influenza virions form by subverting
microvesicle production. … For all combinations of influenza virus and host, most of the host proteins identified in
virions have also been identified in exosomes .... Influenza virions therefore resemble exosomes both in their
hydrodynamic properties and in their protein composition.45

The Trojan exosome hypothesis:
The Trojan exosome hypothesis predicts that retroviral particles and exosomes will contain a similar array of host
cell lipids and proteins, use the same protein targeting and vesicle biogenesis pathway, and move between cells
in the absence of a retroviral Env protein. A review of the empirical data finds support for each of these
predictions.46

When is a virus an exosome?
The virus is fully an exosome in every sense of the word.47

That last statement is a quote by one of the authors of The Trojan exosome hypothesis, Dr. James Hildreth,
M.D., president of Meharry Medical College, a leading researcher in virology. Dr. Hildreth considers SARSCoV-2 to be a contagious virus. However, he considers HIV-1, the most contagious virion of the HIV family, to
be an exosome.48
"I have never said that SARS CoV2 is an exosome. I have been saying for years that HIV-1 is an exosome but the
biogenesis of these two viruses are very different. The exosome hypothesis cannot be applied to all viruses --

41 https://www.andrewkaufmanmd.com
42 The Real Science of Germs: Do Viruses Cause Disease? https://youtu.be/IcBXMWho3aE
43 https://off-guardian.org/2020/06/09/scientists-have-utterly-failed-to-prove-that-the-coronavirus-fulfills-kochs-postulates/
44 Aetiology: Koch's postulates fulfilled for SARS virus -- https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7095368/
45 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4167602/
46 The Trojan exosome hypothesis https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC196848/
47 When is a virus an exosome? https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2248418/
48 A Message About COVID-19 https://youtu.be/cDycxfTEBXs
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clearly most viruses are not. And frankly, we are still learning about the SARS CoV2 virus' biology including its
assembly and budding mechanisms." -- James Hildreth, M.D.49

Is COVID-19 virus an Exosome? Ken Witwer & Jan Lötvall -- the extracellular vesicle angle
“So clearly there are similarities between the Extracellular Vesicles or exosomes and the coronavirus, they're
absolutely different in many aspects, even though these viruses carry some of the cellular proteins that are
dominated by the viral proteins, the viral genome.” -- Professor Jan Lötvall, University of Gothenburg
“We can say that the coronavirus is an Extracellular Vesicle, but we have to be careful to make the distinction of
the biogenesis being directed by something else other than the normal EV generation pathways of ectosomes and
exosomes. In this case, yes, those pathways are being used, but there's an evil genius behind the scenes that's
supplying some of the components to make this thing infectious and pathogenic.” -- Ken Witwer, associate
professor at Johns Hopkins50

Exosomes and Their Role in Viral Infections
The endocytic pathway and the budding of viruses, especially enveloped viruses, share many common features.
Both processes require generation of membrane curving, packaging of specific cargo, and membrane budding for
release from the cell. What is most surprising is that different viruses with very different evolutionary paths appear
to converge in their use of the host endocytic pathway in the entry and exit from their host cells.51

The exosome / virion relationship is quite fascinating. There is perhaps not a germ theory vs terrain theory
dialectic to be argued out, there are valid evidences to consider for each.
Germ Theory Versus Terrain: The Wrong Side Won the Day52
There are still many startling discoveries to be made along these lines, as the lines blur in advancing knowledge
in cross-species messenger molecule communication. Food derived exosomes are seen to be implicated in the
regulation of gene expression, that is our food can contribute to protein synthesis amongst other actions, as
thereby potentially any exosome and other related Extracellular Vesicles.53
Consider medical researchers who question the science behind the HIV retrovirus causing AIDS, pejoratively
labelled “AIDS deniers” by orthodoxy. There is much discussion on both sides of this matter. As we noted
above, Dr. Hildreth considers HIV-1 to be an exosome.
Dr. Robert Willner, who at the time (1994) had 40 years of medical experience, injected himself with HIV to
prove it doesn’t cause AIDS.54 There were many people who tested positive for HIV with no symptoms, and
people with the classic symptoms who tested negative.
●
●
●

Biologist Proves Measles Isn't A Virus, Wins Supreme Court Case Against Doctor55,56,57
Dr. Stefan Lanka Debunks Pictures of “Isolated Viruses”58
Dr. Stefan Lanka -- Why HIV has never been isolated.59

49 http://www.flowersociety.org/covid-5g.html
50 https://youtu.be/UY4pJaGJgkA
51https://www.intechopen.com/books/novel-implications-of-exosomes-in-diagnosis-and-treatment-of-cancer-and-infectious-diseases/exosomes-and-theirrole-in-viral-infections
52 https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/notes-from-yesteryear/germ-theory-versus-terrain-the-wrong-side-won-the-day/
53 https://peerj.com/articles/5186/
54 Dr. Robert Willner Injects "HIV" into himself on TV https://youtu.be/tQCKb1JV-4A
55 https://preventdisease.com/news/17/012717_Biologist-Proves-Measles-Isnt-Virus-Wins-Supreme-Court-Case.shtml
56 http://www.virusmyth.com/aids/hiv/mcinterviewsl.htm
57 Dr. Stefan Lanka http://whale.to/a/lanka_h.html
58 https://www.vaccinationinformationnetwork.com/dr-stefan-lanka-debunks-pictures-of-isolated-viruses/
59 https://youtu.be/_ow9rdOdNe0
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Forgotten scientist Antoine Bechamp (1816-1908) described extremely tiny biologically active components he
termed microzymas (“the third anatomical element of the blood”) as the builders and destroyers of cells: they
build when the terrain is in a healthy state; they break down tissues when the terrain is unhealthy, the latter
being the basis of “germ”-related diseases:
The microzyma is at the beginning and end of all organization. It is the fundamental anatomical element whereby
the cellules, the tissues, the organs, the whole of an organism are constituted.60

A recent book, The Invisible Rainbow by Arthur Firstenberg, chronicles the stages of man-made electrification
of Earth’s atmosphere and relates them to various pandemics.61,62 Firstenberg attributes the 1918 “Spanish”
Flu epidemic to early radiowave electrification, but this epidemic has also been strongly related to experimental
vaccines.63 There is however value to his thesis. The dangers of electromagnetic pollution on the biosphere
will be covered later in this brief.
Comets and Contagion: Evolution, Plague, and Diseases From Space
For much of history comets have been associated with death and disease. There is increasing evidence that life
on Earth originated in comets and other stellar debris. If passing comets have continued to deposit viruses and
microorganisms on this planet, this may explain why ancient astronomers and civilizations attributed the periodic
outbreak of plague to these stellar objects. Although ancient fears and reverence of comets may be coincidental
with the outbreaks of pandemics, they may also have a factual basis.64

There are the Soviet studies on Heliobiology, tracking viral disease waves with solar and geomagnetic activity.
Electromagnetic energies, both synthetic and natural, have a direct impact on human health. Honest scientific
investigation demands this greater consideration. Look at polio and geocosmic forces!

60 http://whale.to/v/bechamp1.html
61 https://www.cellphonetaskforce.org
62 https://vaccineimpact.com/2018/did-military-experimental-vaccine-in-1918-kill-50-100-million-people-blamed-as-spanish-flu/
63 THE SPANISH INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC OF 1918 WAS CAUSED BY VACCINATIONS http://www.whale.to/vaccine/sf1.html
64 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/326160954_Comets_and_Contagion_Evolution_Plague_and_Diseases_From_Space
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Example of Soviet Heliobiology research showing correlation between solar cycles and disease waves, in this
case polio. From Effects of Solar Activity on the Earth’s Atmosphere and Biosphere, Academy of Sciences,
USSR, 1977 Keter, Jerusalem65

Sunspot Dynamics Are Reflected in Human Physiology and Pathophysiology66
Science is not settled at all in this arena; in fact, science by nature is never settled. To say so is either a
fundamentalist dogma or a lie with an agenda. These data describe that there exist significant scientific
questions, logically in the instance to be following onto the nature and quality of the COVID-19 testing. Which
thereby raises serious questions about the legitimacy of the global lockdown.

SARS-CoV-2 Testing -- General, Variable and Corrupted
There are two main testing types for viruses of this type. One is the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), invented
by Kary Mullis, an ardent critic of what he saw as the misuse of his invention to promote incorrect theories on
viruses, as the PCR cannot directly detect viruses. The other main type is testing for antibodies in the blood,
aka the serological test. But antibodies are not the only biological
response to pathogens, and some people cannot produce antibodies.
The PCR tests for foreign RNA fragments, which can come from a
number of biological sources other than viruses. The serological tests
test for antibodies to those foreign RNA fragments. No actual viruses
are detected; they are assumed.
“The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is conflating the results of two
different types of coronavirus tests, distorting several important metrics and
providing the country with an inaccurate picture of the state of the pandemic.” 67

Available tests for SARS-CoV-2 include: Roche cobas; Abbott RealTime SARS-CoV-2; Abbott ID NOW
COVID-19; and, the Cepheid Xpert Xpress SARS-CoV-2. None detect any virus directly.
There is yet to be found a study that shows the SARS-COV-2 virus genome isolated, purified, and visualized
via electron micrograph. The virus has not been purified, so the tests are not calibrated to 'COVID-19'. They're
calibrated to proteins derived from the putative 30,000 base COVID-19 genome.

65 https://archive.org/details/effects-of-solar-activity-on-earths-atmosphere-biosphere
66 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3063695/
67 https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/05/cdc-and-states-are-misreporting-covid-19-test-data-pennsylvania-georgia-texas/611935/
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We do find sites such as nextrain.org providing charting of the Genomic epidemiology of novel coronavirus.68
It appears the SARS-CoV-2 virus and its variants are being well tracked. But with all these questions on testing,
how reliable is this data?

"If health authorities vastly underestimated the prevalence of the virus at the beginning of the pandemic, why
did the virus nevertheless wait until lockdowns were imposed to suddenly start killing at levels which exceeded
normal deaths?" 69
Without thorough retrospective testing, using reliable methods - not a RT-PCR test which was never intended
for use as a diagnostic tool and which a major study out of China showed gives false positives as high as 80%
- a spike in cases before the lockdowns cannot be assumed to be anything but an increase in testing.
With antibody testing, antigens or viral proteins are incorporated. Ideally, they come from a pure virus,
purification of the virus has not occurred, and the antigens are created artificially from proteins based on portions
of the 30,000 base RNA genome that is believed to come from the virus. Time series from the time of infection
through at least the decline of IgM antibodies are not provided in any test study. With no documentation of this
it shows that the models predicting a smooth rise, peak, then decline of IgM antibodies are either too simplistic
or wrong. A test developed from Wadsworth Center New York found 40% of samples negative for antibodies
11-15 days after symptoms started, indicating antibodies coming and going randomly rather than in a smooth
predictable fashion.
70+% of deaths in Ontario and 80+% in Quebec were in care homes. Authorities cannot claim this was
unforeseen given they had stats from Italy, China and Washington. The elderly and disabled were abandoned.
In Spain, a document from SECPAL says if a care home patient with difficult breathing is not accepted for ICU
they must be put on 'palliative care' which includes morphine and halperidol, and if they are still experiencing
signs of pain, mizadolam. A pan-European document recommends morphine, mizadolam, haldol for respiratory
distress, ARDS, even cough requires morphine.
If similar documents from other places turn up it is not unreasonable to suspect euthanasia, to put it
euphemistically.
The way ‘Covid deaths’ are being counted is a national scandal -- We have no idea how many lives have really
been lost to the disease70
68 https://nextstrain.org/ncov/global?fbclid=IwAR0RFDStzH_57OFUYI1wslocr_t8Nah0QQR19kLaK_xIIt9440IxFO8c_RU&r=division
69 https://medium.com/@JohnPospichal/questions-for-lockdown-apologists-32a9bbf2e247
70 https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/the-way-covid-deaths-are-being-counted-is-a-national-scandal/amp
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In the paper Talking the talk, but not walking the walk: RT-qPCR as a paradigm for the lack of reproducibility in
molecular research author Stephen Bustin notes:
The reverse transcription real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) is probably the most straightforward measurement
technique available for RNA quantification and is widely used in research, diagnostic, forensic and biotechnology
applications. Despite the impact of the minimum information for the publication of quantitative PCR experiments
(MIQE) guidelines, which aim to improve the robustness and the transparency of reporting of RT-qPCR data, we
demonstrate that elementary protocol errors, inappropriate data analysis and inadequate reporting continue to be
rife and conclude that the majority of published RT-qPCR data are likely to represent technical noise.71

Coronavirus – Testing: What are we doing? What does it mean?
A PCR test can only be used to identify DNA viruses; the SARS-CoV2 virus is an RNA virus. Therefore, multiple
steps must be taken to “magnify” the amount of genetic material in the specimen. Researchers used a method
called RT-PCR, reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction, to specifically identify the SARS-CoV-2 virus. It’s
a complicated process.72

False-positive PCR Results Linked to Administration of Seasonal Influenza Vaccine73
Scientists Say the COVID19 Test Kits Do Not Work, Are Worthless, and Give Impossible Results
The CDC and FDA both admit the COVID19 test kits suffer from false positives and false negatives. They just fail
to tell you those rates. But others have revealed those rates. The false-positive rate of positive results was 80.33%”
and 85% false negative rate. The test kits don’t work.74

From the maker of the test: SARS-CoV-2 Coronavirus Multiplex RT-qPCR Kit (CD019RT)
Regulatory status: For research use only, not for use in diagnostic procedures.75

CDC 2019-Novel Coronavirus Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel For Emergency Use Only
Positive results are indicative of active infection with 2019-nCoV but do not rule out bacterial infection or co-infection
with other viruses. The agent detected may not be the definite cause of disease. Detection of viral RNA may not
indicate the presence of infectious virus or that 2019-nCoV is the causative agent for clinical symptoms.76

UK government admits COVID-19 antibody tests don’t work
“The UK government has admitted that none of the 17.5m antibody tests it ordered in the fight against the
coronavirus pandemic work well enough to be used. “Sadly, the tests we have looked at to date have not performed
well,” wrote Professor John Bell, Regius Professor of Medicine at Oxford university on Monday. “We see many
false negatives (tests where no antibody is detected despite the fact we know it is there) and we also see false
positives. None of the tests we have validated would meet the criteria for a good test as agreed with the Medicines
and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency.”77

CDC’s failed coronavirus tests were tainted with coronavirus, feds confirm -- A federal investigation found CDC
researchers not following protocol:

71 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/eci.12801
72 https://vaxxter.com/covid19-testing-what-are-we-doing-what-does-it-mean/
73 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/22096134/
74 https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/test-kits-do-not-work/
75 https://www.creative-diagnostics.com/sars-cov-2-coronavirus-multiplex-rt-qpcr-kit-277854-457.htm
76 https://www.fda.gov/media/135662/download
77 https://www.ft.com/content/f28e26a0-bf64-4fac-acfb-b3a618ca659d
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As the new coronavirus took root across America, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention sent states
tainted test kits in early February that were themselves seeded with the virus, federal officials have confirmed.78

Coronavirus testing effort hampered by kits contaminated with COVID-19
Traces of the virus were detected in parts due for delivery from overseas in the coming days.79

C.D.C. Labs Were Contaminated, Delaying Coronavirus Testing,
Officials Say
Fallout from the agency’s failed rollout of national coronavirus kits two
months ago continues to haunt U.S. efforts to combat the spread of the
highly infectious virus.80

Tanzania president questions coronavirus kits after animal test
President Magufuli says tests were found to be faulty after goat, sheep
and pawpaw samples test positive for COVID-19. They had randomly
obtained several non-human samples, including from a pawpaw, a goat
and a sheep, but had assigned them human names and ages. These
samples were then submitted to Tanzania's laboratory to test for the
coronavirus, with the lab technicians left deliberately unaware of their
origins. Samples from the pawpaw and the goat tested positive for
COVID-19, the president said, adding this meant it was likely that some
people were being tested positive when, in fact, they were not infected
by the coronavirus.81

In assays of The blood DNA virome in 8,000 humans much contamination from vaccines was found:
Of possible relevance to transfusion medicine, we identified Merkel cell polyomavirus in 49 individuals,
papillomavirus in blood of 13 individuals, parvovirus B19 in 6 individuals, and the presence of herpesvirus 8 in 3
individuals. The presence of DNA sequences from two RNA viruses was unexpected: Hepatitis C virus is revealing
of an integration event, while the influenza virus sequence resulted from immunization with a DNA vaccine. Age,
sex and ancestry contributed significantly to the prevalence of infection. The remaining 75 viruses mostly reflect
extensive contamination of commercial reagents and from the environment. These technical problems represent a
major challenge for the identification of novel human pathogens. Increasing availability of human whole-genome
sequences will contribute substantial amounts of data on the composition of the normal and pathogenic human
blood virome. Distinguishing contaminants from real human viruses is challenging.82

Tens of thousands of coronavirus tests have been double-counted, officials admit
Two samples taken from the same patient are being recorded as two separate tests in the Government's official
figures83

Prof Karol Sikora: Covid-19 death toll may be less than half of what has been recorded
The Covid-19 death toll may be less than half of what has been recorded because many victims of the pandemic
would have died soon anyway, one of Britain's leading medics has said.84

78 http://www.arstechnica.com/science/2020/04/cdcs-failed-coronavirus-tests-were-tainted-with-coronavirus-feds-confirm
79 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/03/30/uks-attempt-ramp-coronavirus-testing-hindered-key-components/
80 https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/18/health/cdc-coronavirus-lab-contamination-testing.html
81 https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/05/tanzania-president-questions-coronavirus-kits-animal-test-200503174100809.html
82 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5378407/
83 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/global-health/science-and-disease/tens-thousands-coronavirus-tests-have-double-counted-officials/
84 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/06/11/prof-karol-sikora-covid-19-death-toll-may-less-half-has-recorded/
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CDC: Coronavirus antibody tests could be wrong 50% of the time85
Coronavirus Antibody Tests Have a Mathematical Pitfall -- The accuracy of screening tests is highly dependent
on the infection rate
Antibody tests do have potential shortcomings: they may detect ineffective antibodies, they do not indicate if an
infection is still active, and they fail to detect infection if administered before antibodies develop. A new test's
accuracy can also be difficult to determine because of a lack of data. Still, such tests have been proposed as a
way for individuals to find out if they have already been infected with the novel coronavirus. But a mathematical
wrinkle makes these tests—and in fact, all screening tests—hard to interpret: even with a very accurate test, the
fewer people in a population who have a condition, the more likely it is that an individual's positive result is wrong.
If it is, people might think they have the antibodies (and thus may have immunity), when in fact they do not.86

Five People Shot In Washington – Die From COVID-19
About five cases involved COVID-positive people whose deaths involved gunshot wounds, she said. “Our current
dashboard reflects anyone who died, that tested positive for COVID, irrespective of cause of death,” [Cathy
Wasserman, state epidemiologist] said.87

Considering these many scientific perspectives as to the accuracy of the testing, the entire basis of the planetary
lockdown comes into serious question. An ulterior motive is entirely possible.

Pandemic Fraud
German Official Leaks Report Denouncing Corona as ‘A Global False Alarm’
Germany’s federal government and mainstream media are engaged in damage control after a report that
challenges the established Corona narrative leaked from the interior ministry.
The report focuses on the “manifold and heavy consequences of the Corona measures” and warns that these are
“grave”. More people are dying because of state-imposed Corona-measures than they are being killed by the virus.
Initially, the government tried to dismiss the report as “the work of one employee”, and its contents as “his own
opinion” – while the journalists closed ranks, no questions asked, with the politicians. But the 93-pages report titled
“Analysis of the Crisis Management” has been drafted by a scientific panel appointed by the interior ministry and
composed by external medical experts from several German universities. The report was the initiative of a
department of the interior ministry called Unit KM4 and in charge with the “Protection of critical infrastructures”.88

PLANDEMIC! A Painstakingly Planned Pandemic and Staged Panic—Who & Why?
Since December of 2019, every major MSM organ of propaganda has been an echo chamber for coronavirus
disinfo, misinfo and false info. That’s because, at the very core of it, we are all witnessing a HUGE intelligence
operation, and especially a global psychological operation (also known as a psyop). “Intelligence” in this swiftly
expanding context includes all information regarding COVID-19 and the resulting pandemic. Hence, it’s virtually
impossible to know what is true and what is not about the coronavirus and the emerging pandemic.89

[Common Law] Grand Jury Finds Prima Facie Evidence of Pandemic Fraud

85 https://www.mercurynews.com/2020/05/26/cdc-coronavirus-antibody-tests-could-be-wrong-50-of-the-time/amp/
86 https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/coronavirus-antibody-tests-have-a-mathematical-pitfall/
87 https://realclimatescience.com/2020/05/five-people-shot-in-washington-die-from-covid-19/
88 https://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2020/05/29/german-official-leaks-report-denouncing-corona-as-global-false-alarm/
89 http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/plandemic-a-painstakingly-planned-pandemic-purposefully-perpetrated-panic/
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On Thursday 07 May 2020, a Sovereign Grand Jury was convened in a virtual and secure session in the British
Isles, under the protection of the Treaty of Universal Community Trust, to consider allegations in relation to the
Coronavirus pandemic. The jury was asked to rule on whether there was sufficient evidence of pandemic fraud,
upon the evidence submitted into the public domain by numerous doctors, experts and eye witnesses, to justify a
formal Grand Jury investigation. … Unanimously, the Grand Jury ruled that there is enough prima facie evidence
to justify a hearing of the expert and eye witness testimony under oath, which will take place at the earliest
opportunity.90

In the USA and UK, implementation of severe civil COVID-19 response measures were undertaken on known
faulty computer models run by UK Professor Neil Ferguson, director of the Abdul Latif Jameel Institute for
Disease and Emergency Analytics (J-IDEA), and head of the Department of Infectious Disease Epidemiology
at Imperial College, London, the later which has received funding from the Gates Foundation.91
Ferguson, one of the world’s most influential disease modelers, used his knowingly failed model to predict
approximately over 2,200,000 in the USA and 510,000 deaths in the UK. As of May 5, 2020 the total COVID19 deaths since Feb 1, 2020 on cdc.gov is 39,910 vs 751,953 total deaths in that period. The UK has registered
29,427 in the same period. Ferguson’s exaggerated figures were the basis upon which world leaders enforced
severely suppressive measures on their populations. However, the repressive lockdowns continue.92
Professor Ferguson has now resigned from his government advisory position for breaking the lockdown rules
by having an affair with a married woman.93
Prof Neil Ferguson’s Pandemic Model Shredded By Experts
Ferguson’s Imperial College paper was one-sided, not peer reviewed and missed critical elements. His underlying
computer model code was also unpublished, which meant that no one could examine it for potential errors.
Ferguson’s irresponsible release of results from his computer model is equivalent to yelling “Fire!” in a crowded
theater. Yet, this man caused the shut down of the global economic system.94
●
●

Coding that led to lockdown was 'totally unreliable' and a 'buggy mess', say experts95
Second Analysis of Ferguson’s Model96

CDC Confirms Extremely Low COVID-19 Death Rate97
PLANDEMIC! A Painstakingly Planned Pandemic and Staged Panic—Who & Why?
Since December of 2019, every major MSM organ of propaganda has been an echo chamber for coronavirus
disinfo, misinfo and false info. That’s because, at the very core of it, we are all witnessing a HUGE intelligence
operation, and especially a global psychological operation (also known as a psyop). “Intelligence” in this swiftly
expanding context includes all information regarding COVID-19 and the resulting pandemic. Hence, it’s virtually
impossible to know what is true and what is not about the coronavirus and the emerging pandemic.98

With important questions amongst top professionals on the quality and accuracy of the COVID-19 tests, we find
a growing number of highly qualified medical and research personnel are raising the alarm that the situation

90 https://www.thebernician.net/grand-jury-finds-prima-facie-evidence-of-pandemic-fraud/
91 https://www.gatesfoundation.org/How-We-Work/Quick-Links/Grants-Database/Grants/2020/03/OPP1210755
92 https://principia-scientific.org/the-models-were-wrong-does-anyone-care
93 https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11556697/professor-neil-ferguson-resigns-breaks-uk-coronavirus-lockdown-rules/
94 https://technocracy.news/prof-neil-fergusons-pandemic-model-shredded-by-experts/
95 https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/coding-led-lockdown-totally-unreliable-164133453.html
96 https://lockdownsceptics.org/second-analysis-of-fergusons-model/
97 https://www.technocracy.news/cdc-confirms-extremely-low-covid-19-death-rate/
98 http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/plandemic-a-painstakingly-planned-pandemic-purposefully-perpetrated-panic/
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and numbers are seriously misrepresented. There is no doubt that people are dying from what appears in many
cases to be a serious upper respiratory infection, but in others something more mysterious.
From Italian association of clinical and forensic pathologists:
Thanks to autopsies performed by the Italians … it has been shown that it is not pneumonia … but it is:
disseminated intravascular coagulation (thrombosis). Therefore, the way to fight it is with antibiotics, antivirals, antiinflammatories and anticoagulants. According to valuable information from Italian pathologists, ventilators and
intensive care units were never needed. If this is true for all cases, we are about to resolve it earlier than expected.
Important and new about Coranovirus: Around the world, COVID-19 is being attacked wrongly due to a serious
pathophysiological diagnosis error.99

What is unique in this current situation is that anybody who dies with even a suspicion of having contact with
the virus is counted as a COVID-19 death. This phantom death attribution program has seriously distorted the
global picture, and has been the main driver behind the shutdowns of global countries and economies.
There is much comparison between COVID-19 death rates and seasonal flu, despite the fact that coronaviruses
cause colds, not flu.100
As of May 4, 2020, there are approximately 250,000 “confirmed” COVID-19 deaths.101,102

Compare to:
Up to 650 000 people die of respiratory diseases linked to seasonal flu each year103
But what if the seasonal flu numbers are already corrupted? Here is a filing, claiming so, with the Assistant
Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services by Kenneth Stoller of
the International Hyperbaric Medical Association:
CDC -- Influenza Deaths: Request for Correction (RFC)
US data on influenza deaths are false and misleading. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
acknowledges a difference between flu death and flu associated death yet uses the terms interchangeably.
Additionally, there are significant statistical incompatibilities between official estimates and national vital statistics

99 https://pakpathology.org/2020/05/04/italian-association-of-clinical-and-forensic-pathologists/
100 https://medicalxpress.com/news/2020-04-common-coronaviruses-highly-seasonal-cases.html
101 https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus-data
102 http://covid19globalreport.com/
103 https://www.who.int/news-room/detail/14-12-2017-up-to-650-000-people-die-of-respiratory-diseases-linked-to-seasonal-flu-each-year
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data. Compounding these problems is a marketing of fear -- a CDC communications strategy in which medical
experts "predict dire outcomes" during flu seasons.104

And the COVID-19 statistics numbers are being fraudulently recorded, officially!
CDC Tells Hospitals to List COVID as Cause of Death Even if You're Just
Assuming or It Only Contributed105
COVID-19 Alert No. 2, National Vital Statistics System, March 24, 2020:
The underlying cause depends upon what and where conditions are
reported on the death certificate. However, the rules for coding and
selection of the underlying cause of death are expected to result in
COVID-19 being the underlying cause more often than not.
COVID-19 should be reported on the death certificate for all decedents
where the disease caused or is assumed to have caused or
contributed to death.106
Minnesota State Senator Dr. Scott Jensen -- Healthcare Workers Told to Falsify Death Certificates & List C.O.D.
as COVID-19107,108,109
Montana physician Dr. Annie Bukacek discusses how COVID-19 death certificates are being manipulated
Dr. Bukacek is a longtime Montana physician with over 30 years' experience practicing medicine. Signing death
certificates is a routine part of her job. Dr. Bukacek blows the whistle on the way the CDC is instructing physicians
to exaggerate COVID-19 deaths on death certificates.110

Antibody tests suggest that coronavirus infections vastly exceed official counts
Study estimates a more than 50-fold increase in coronavirus infections compared to official cases, but experts have
raised concerns about the reliability of antibody kits.111

SARS-CoV-2: fear versus data -- International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents
SARS-CoV-2, the novel coronavirus from China, is spreading around the world, causing a huge reaction despite
its current low incidence outside China and the Far East. Four common coronaviruses are in current circulation
and cause millions of cases worldwide. This article compares the incidence and mortality rates of these four
common coronaviruses with those of SARS-CoV-2 in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
countries. It is concluded that the problem of SARS-CoV-2 is probably being overestimated, as 2.6 million people
die of respiratory infections each year compared with less than 4,000 deaths for SARS-CoV-2 at the time of
writing.112

New York City coronavirus death toll jumps past 10,000 in revised count:

104 https://aspe.hhs.gov/cdc-%E2%80%94-influenza-deaths-request-correction-rfc
105 https://www.westernjournal.com/cdc-tells-hospitals-list-covid-cause-death-even-just-assuming-contributed/
106 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvss/coronavirus/Alert-2-New-ICD-code-introduced-for-COVID-19-deaths.pdf
107 https://www.bitchute.com/video/3lGH7jfLIDqF/
108 https://www.bitchute.com/video/oZE8xUTmq7F6/
109 https://www.foxnews.com/media/physician-blasts-cdc-coronavirus-death-count-guidelines
110 https://youtu.be/_5wn1qs_bBk
111 Antibody tests suggest that coronavirus infections vastly exceed official counts, Nature 17APR20 https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-01095-0
112 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0924857920300972
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Soaring death toll has been fueled by adding 3,778 people
who weren’t tested for COVID-19 but are presumed to have
died from it.113

Nearly half of coronavirus deaths in Canada linked to longterm care homes
“Of the cases where we have the data on whether someone
was in a long-term care facility or seniors' residence, we
know that close to half of the deaths that we're tracking are
linked to long-term care facilities," Canada's Chief Public
Health Officer Theresa Tam said.114

Coronavirus: Nine in 10 dying have existing illness
The ONS [Office for National Statistics] looked at nearly 4,000 deaths during March in England and Wales where
coronavirus was mentioned on the death certificate. In 91% of cases the individuals had other health problems.
The most common was heart disease, followed by dementia and respiratory illness. On average, people dying
also had roughly three other health conditions.115

Herd immunity? 1 in 3 test positive for COVID-19 ANTIBODIES in pilot Massachusetts study
Nearly a third of 200 randomly tested residents of Chelsea, Massachusetts were found to have COVID-19-related
antibodies in yet another indication that the virus could be far more widespread and much less lethal than
believed.116

CDC reviewing ‘stunning’ universal testing results from Boston homeless shelter
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is now “actively looking into” results from universal COVID-19
testing at Pine Street Inn homeless shelter. The broad-scale testing took place at the shelter in Boston’s South
End a week and a half ago because of a small cluster of cases there. Of the 397 people tested, 146 people tested
positive. Not a single one had any symptoms.
“It was like a double knockout punch. The number of positives was shocking, but the fact that 100 percent of the
positives had no symptoms was equally shocking,” said Dr. Jim O’Connell, president of Boston Health Care for the
Homeless Program.117

If new data suggesting COVID-19 no more lethal than Flu is correct, should the world REVERSE its lockdown
strategy?
A recent Stanford University study found the COVID-19 infection rate is probably between 50 and 85 times higher
than official figures had previously indicated. The study looked for antibodies in 3,330 people in Santa Clara
County. Antibodies develop in the blood after someone has been infected with the coronavirus and cleared it. And
a much greater proportion of Santa Clarans had them than official figures had at that point suggested.118

Dr. Erickson COVID-19 Briefing
"You know, it's interesting, when I'm writing up my death report I'm being pressured to add COVID, why is that?
Why are we being pressured to add COVID? To maybe increase the numbers and make it look a little bit worse

113 https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/apr/15/new-york-city-coronavirus-death-toll-jumps-revised-count
114 https://www.straitstimes.com/world/americas/nearly-half-of-coronavirus-deaths-in-canada-linked-to-long-term-care-homes
115 https://www.bbc.com/news/health-52308783
116 https://www.rt.com/usa/486235-massachusetts-covid-19-antibody-study/
117 https://www.boston25news.com/news/cdc-reviewing-stunning-universal-testing-results-boston-homeless-shelter/Z253TFBO6RG4HCUAARBO4YWO64/
118 https://www.rt.com/op-ed/486224-covid-flu-lockdown-strategy/
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than it is? I think so. This is not about science, and it's not even about COVID. When they use the word 'safe',
the word 'safe', if you listen to the word 'safe', that's about controlling you." -- Dr. Dan Erickson, M.D.119

No Lockdowns in Taiwan and only 6 COVID-19 Deaths in over 5 Months
In the 5 months since the outbreak spread throughout China and the Asian region, Taiwan has implemented no
lockdowns, no shutdowns of public transportation, no draconian autocratic measures or crackdown on civil liberties,
and has seen no uptick in deaths. In fact, in the last 5 months they have a grand total of 6 COVID-19 deaths! And
through it all, schools, office buildings, restaurants, and most entertainment facilities throughout the country have
remained open. International tourists are gone, but locals are traveling and enjoying life. In fact, on their most
recent holiday weekend in early April, 1.5 million people descended on 11 of the country’s biggest resort areas.
Guess what … Everyone is still doing well!120
High ‘COVID-19 Deaths’ in NYC, Negligence or a ‘COVID-for-Cash’ Mistreatment of Patients in Hospitals?121
The Most Important Coronavirus Statistic: 42% Of U.S. Deaths Are From 0.6% Of The Population
122

New Data Suggest the Coronavirus Isn’t as Deadly as We Thought -- A study finds 50 to 85 times as many
infections as known cases -- meaning a far lower fatality rate.123
●
●
●
●
●

Army's Seattle Field Hospital Closes After 3 Days, Without Treating a Single Patient124
Houston Looking at Dismantling $17M Temp Hospital That Didn't See a Single Patient125
$21M Brooklyn field hospital never saw a patient amid coronavirus pandemic126
U.S. Field Hospitals Stand Down, Most Without Treating Any COVID-19 Patients127
Cape Cod Field Hospital Closes Without Seeing Any Coronavirus Patients128

We see suspicious activity, such as two leading COVID-19 researchers, who knew each other, dying under
mysterious and sinister circumstances within a month of each other, at the height of the plandemic;
James Taylor, an expert on computational biology, who raised a heated debate about “genomic data sharing for
#covid19 #SARSCoV2 research” two days before his death, the cause of which remains unreported; and,
Dr. Bing Liu, an alleged murder-suicide, that anybody who knew him doubts as true cause. Dr “Bing was on the
verge of making very significant findings toward understanding the cellular mechanisms that underlie SARS-CoV2 infection and the cellular basis of the following complications.” “The other remarkable detail is how closely
aligned Bing Liu and James Taylor’s academic resumes were. Both academics were involved in the obscure field
of computational systems biology, as well as machine-learning techniques to better predict the behavior of
biological species.”129

There have also been claims of “Hospitals Injecting COVID-19 Patients with Lethal Drug to Kill Them”. While
these have been anecdotal, there is one case where a “Dominican woman leaves a voicemail for her husband
before she is murdered by injection in a New York City Hospital.”130

119 https://newsradiowrva.radio.com/blogs/jeff-katz/frontline-doctors-who-gave-5000-covid-19-tests-say-reopen
120 https://offgridsurvival.com/no-lockdowns-in-taiwan-and-only-6-covid-19-deaths-in-over-5-months/
121 https://evolveconsciousness.org/high-covid-19-deaths-in-nyc-negligence-or-a-covid-for-cash-mistreatment-of-patients-in-hospitals/
122 https://www.forbes.com/sites/theapothecary/2020/05/26/nursing-homes-assisted-living-facilities-0-6-of-the-u-s-population-43-of-u-s-covid-19-deaths/
123 https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-data-suggest-the-coronavirus-isnt-as-deadly-as-we-thought-11587155298
124 https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/04/10/armys-seattle-field-hospital-closes-after-3-days-without-treating-single-patient.html
125 https://www.westernjournal.com/houston-looking-dismantling-17m-temp-hospital-didnt-see-single-patient/
126 https://nypost.com/2020/05/22/brooklyn-field-hospital-never-saw-a-coronavirus-patient/
127 https://www.npr.org/2020/05/07/851712311/u-s-field-hospitals-stand-down-most-without-treating-any-covid-19-patients
128 https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/05/08/coronavirus-covid-19-joint-base-cape-cod-field-hospital-closed/
129 https://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2020/05/17/new-pandemic-two-trailblazing-covid-19-researchers-dead-in-month/
130 http://stateofthenation.co/?p=12942
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World Bank Estimates 60 Million People May Fall Into Extreme Poverty Due To Coronavirus131
Coronavirus: India's pandemic lockdown turns into a human tragedy132
And nothing like the WHO passing out conflicting information a day apart, which makes one wonder what their
true intent is. It’s as though they intend to create confusion to prevent a clear picture.
Asymptomatic spread of coronavirus is ‘very rare,’ WHO says
Government responses should focus on detecting and isolating infected people with symptoms, the World Health
Organization said. Preliminary evidence from the earliest outbreaks indicated the virus could spread even if
people didn’t have symptoms. But the WHO says that while asymptomatic spread can occur, it is “very rare.”133

The very next day:
WHO walks back comments on asymptomatic coronavirus spread, says much is still unknown
Dr. Maria Van Kerkhove, head of the WHO’s emerging diseases and zoonosis unit, said it’s a “really complex
question” and much is still unknown.134

The CDC has lost all credibility -- Any individual or institution that had been so often wrong would have lost
public trust long ago.135
The lack of evidence lockdowns actually worked is a world scandal -- There is still not a shred of real proof
that the planet's reckless stay-at-home experiment made any difference136
Is The ‘Second Wave’ Another Coronavirus Hoax?
Just a week or so ago the mainstream media and thousands representing the “medical community” told us we
must throw out the “stay-at-home” orders and go to the streets to protest the death of George Floyd at the hands
of the police. .... The virus only attacks people leaving their homes to protest the stay-at-home orders. Now, after
thousands of businesses – many of them black-owned – have been reduced to rubble and innocent people in the
inner cities no longer have anywhere to shop for the basic necessities of life, the mainstream media has backed
off of its non-stop coverage of the protests. Suddenly last week they all simultaneously embraced a new fear
story to terrify the masses: a “second wave” of coronavirus was among us. It was targeting those states that
dared to “open up” their economies and begin a return to relatively normal lives.137

Low Cost Available Treatments
There are readily available valid treatments for the symptoms attributed to COVID-19 that do not compromise
the immune system like vaccines. The normal approach to recovery with flu is rest and nutrition. In more
serious cases, with pneumonia-like symptoms such as from coronaviruses, ozone, chloroquine,
hydroxychloroquine, vitamin C, and melatonin are being used successfully. Example references for each
mentioned treatment are provided here:

131 https://www.forbes.com/sites/mattperez/2020/05/19/world-bank-estimates-60-million-people-may-fall-into-extreme-poverty-due-to-coronavirus/
132 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-52086274
133 https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/08/asymptomatic-coronavirus-patients-arent-spreading-new-infections-who-says.html
134 https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/09/who-scrambles-to-clarify-comments-on-asymptomatic-coronavirus-spread-much-is-still-unknown.html
135 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/op-eds/the-cdc-has-lost-all-credibility
136 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2020/05/28/lack-evidence-lockdowns-actually-worked-world-scandal/
137 http://ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2020/june/15/is-the-second-wave-another-coronavirus-hoax/
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A Plausible "Penny" Costing Effective Treatment for Corona Virus -- Ozone Therapy
Novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 is rapidly spreading worldwide with a significant mortality rate. Coronaviruses
have abundant cysteine in their spike proteins that may be easily and safely exploited with ozone (or other
oxidation) therapy.
[Oxygen Therapy] may be ideal therapy for viruses. In order to successfully penetrate cells, many viruses require
membrane glycoproteins to be in the reduced R-S-H form rather than oxidized (R-S-S-R). Ozone inactivates many
viruses directly.138

COVID-19, Pneumonia & Inflammasomes -- The Melatonin Connection139
Chloroquine is a potent inhibitor of SARS coronavirus infection and spread
We report, however, that chloroquine has strong antiviral effects on SARS-CoV infection of primate cells. These
inhibitory effects are observed when the cells are treated with the drug either before or after exposure to the virus,
suggesting both prophylactic and therapeutic advantage.140

Breakthrough: Chloroquine phosphate has shown apparent efficacy in treatment of COVID-19 associated
pneumonia in clinical studies.
Chloroquine phosphate, an old drug for treatment of malaria, is shown to have apparent efficacy and acceptable
safety against COVID-19 associated pneumonia in multicenter clinical trials conducted in China. The drug is
recommended to be included in the next version of the Guidelines for the Prevention, Diagnosis, and Treatment of
Pneumonia Caused by COVID-19 issued by the National Health Commission of the People's Republic of China for
treatment of COVID-19 infection in larger populations in the future.141

Henry Ford uses hydroxychloroquine to treat COVID-19 symptoms, says benefits outweigh risks
We feel that there is data both from the early published studies as well as from our colleagues in China that have
treated a number of patients to justify its use in the therapy of sicker patients that are hospitalized with coronavirus
infection.142

Chinese Medical Team Report Successful Treatment Of Coronavirus With High-Dose Vitamin C
[T]he Shanghai Medical Association (SMA) in China has published a consensus on the comprehensive treatment
of coronavirus disease. Based on the study of more than 300 clinical patients and developed by 30 experts in the
treatment of new coronavirus pneumonia, it recommends high-dose vitamin C for even light infection with the virus.
The dose recommended in the consensus is 50 to 100 mg per kilogram of bodyweight per day. For severe and
critically ill patients, up to 200 mg per kilogram of bodyweight per day is advised, injected intravenously.143

Doctor sees success in experimental COVID-19 treatment using Melatonin
In Medina County, Doctor Richard Neel tells us he thinks he could be onto something. He is treating COVID-19
patients with high-doses of Melatonin. "Melatonin could be a great, useful compound to counter the virus," Neel
said. Neel, who served on a team of chemical and biological weapons experts for The Pentagon, has studied the
effects of Melatonin for years. "One of my jobs was looking for countermeasures against chemical, biological and
radiological weapons," Neel said. "In the course of my research, I came across Melatonin, which is just a
remarkable compound," Neel said.144
138 https://clinmedjournals.org/articles/jide/journal-of-infectious-diseases-and-epidemiology-jide-6-113.php
139 https://www.evolutamente.it/covid-19-pneumonia-inflammasomes-the-melatonin-connection/
140 https://virologyj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1743-422X-2-69
141 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32074550
142 https://www.michiganradio.org/post/henry-ford-uses-hydroxychloroquine-treat-covid-19-symptoms-says-benefits-outweigh-risks
143 https://www.dr-rath-foundation.org/2020/03/chinese-medical-team-report-successful-treatment-of-coronavirus-patients-with-high-dose-vitamin-c/
144 https://news4sanantonio.com/news/local/area-doctor-sees-success-in-experimental-covid-19-treatment-using-melatonin
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Italian MDs Study Results on Homeopathic Treatment of 50 COVID-19 Patients None of Whom Needed
Hospitalization
A group of 24 Italian medical doctors with an additional specialization in homeopathic medicines treated 50 patients
with diagnosed or highly probable cases of COVID-19. Patients were prescribed a single individually selected
homeopathic medicine based on each patient’s unique syndrome of symptoms, as per the homeopathic
methodology. A review of 26 countries' hospitalization rates for patients with COVID-19 is 32%. In Italy, the
hospitalization rate is 20.4%, and the rate of patients in intensive care units is 18.7%. A listing of each homeopathic
medicine prescribed is listed in this report. This study of 50 patients treated with homeopathic medicines found
that their hospitalization rate was zero.145

Madagascar hands out 'miracle' virus cure as it lifts lockdown
Unarmed Madagascar soldiers went door-to-door in the capital Antananarivo, doling out sachets of a local herbal
tea touted by President Andry Rajoelina as a powerful remedy against the novel coronavirus. Baptised CovidOrganics, the tonic is derived from artemisia - a plant with proven efficacy in treating malaria - as well as other
indigenous herbs. It has been developed by the Madagascar Institute of Applied Research (IMRA) but has not
been tested internationally. "This herbal tea gives results in seven days," Rajoelina announced at its official launch
on Tuesday. "We can change the history of the entire world," he said, after downing a dose. "Two people have now
been cured by this treatment."146

To make sure people do not consider anything beyond staying in lockdown until a vaccine arrives to save them,
unjustly attack natural treatments:
Alleged fraudulent COVID-19 treatments spark FBI raid of Shelby Two medical spa147
And to make sure, nothing like an established scientific journal publishing bogus science for political
purposes, except if you get caught:
Lancet Formally Retracts Fake Hydroxychloroquine Study Used By Media To Attack Trump
The Lancet, a peer-reviewed medical journal that published a 96,000-subject study indicating the efficacy of the
politically controversial hydroxychloroquine for COVID-19 has retracted its findings that the malaria medication
led to an increased risk of death.148

Trump Derangement Syndrome at The Lancet149
‘Irrational’ interference’: Doctors group sues FDA over timely access to hydroxychloroquine150

Problems with Coronavirus Vaccines
Dr. Anthony Fauci Plotted ‘Global Vaccine Action Plan’ with Bill Gates Before Pushing COVID Panic and Doubts
About Hydroxychloroquine Treatments151

145 https://homeopathic.com/italian-mds-study-results-on-homeopathic-treatment-of-50-covid-19-patients-none-of-whom-needed-hospitalization/
146 https://m.news24.com/Africa/News/madagascar-hands-out-miracle-virus-cure-as-it-lifts-lockdown-20200423
147 https://www.fox2detroit.com/news/alleged-fraudulent-covid-19-treatments-spark-fbi-raid-of-shelby-twp-medical-spa
148 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/lancet-formally-retracts-fake-hydroxychloroquine-study-used-by-media-to-attack-trump/ar-BB152Rwt
149 https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/06/trump-derangement-syndrome-at-the-lancet/
150 https://www.worldtribune.com/irrational-interference-doctors-group-sues-fda-over-timely-access-to-hydroxychloroquine/
151https://bigleaguepolitics.com/dr-anthony-fauci-plotted-global-vaccine-action-plan-with-bill-gates-before-pushing-covid-panic-and-doubts-abouthydroxychloroquine-treatments/
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The subject of vaccines is vast and contentious, beyond
this paper’s scope.
Here we present pertinent
information on
potential
COVID-19
vaccines.
Coronaviruses are the cause of the common cold, which
affect the upper respiratory system, and for which no
successful vaccine has been manufactured. Flu is
caused by influenza A,B,C & D viruses. Influenza A
viruses are those attributed to pandemic potential, such
as the H1N1.
There are people, driven by money, power and ideology within and related -- via funding sources -- to
governmental and private medical establishments, that want to vaccinate everyone on Earth, with whatever it
is they will put into it. Bill Gates has clearly stated this is his goal. This appears to be the real agenda behind
the COVID-19 exercise, which by now is shown to be a gross misappropriation of rights based on gross
misrepresentation of science and data.
Immunization Agenda 2030: A Global Strategy to Leave No One Behind
With the support of countries and partners, WHO is leading the co-creation of a new global vision and strategy to
address these challenges over the next decade, to be endorsed by the World Health Assembly. IA 2030 envisions
a world where everyone, everywhere, at every age, fully benefits from vaccines to improve health and well-being.152

The vaccine industry is fraught with fraud and questionable science:
“Forced to falsify vaccine efficacy test” claims Merck Scientist
They [Virologists Stephen A. Krahling and Joan A. Wlochowski] describe a supervisor manually changing test
results that showed the vaccine wasn’t working; hurriedly destroying garbage-bags full of evidence to keep the
fraud from being exposed; and lying to FDA regulators who came to the lab after being alerted by the
whistleblowers. A top Merck vaccine official told Krahling the matter was a “business decision,” the suit says, and
he was twice told the company would make sure he went to jail if he told federal regulators the truth.153

We've never made a successful vaccine for a coronavirus before. This is why it's so difficult
For those pinning their hopes on a COVID-19 vaccine to return life to normal, an Australian expert in vaccine
development has a reality check -- it probably won't happen soon. The reality is that this particular coronavirus is
posing challenges that scientists haven't dealt with before, according to Ian Frazer from the University of
Queensland. He said the challenge is that coronaviruses have historically been hard to make safe vaccines for,
partly because the virus infects the upper respiratory tract, which our immune system isn't great at protecting.154

Flu shots and the risk of coronavirus infections
A randomized placebo-controlled trial in children showed that flu shots increased fivefold the risk of acute
respiratory infections caused by a group of noninfluenza viruses, including coronaviruses. (Cowling et al, Clin
Infect Dis 2012;54:1778) … Such an observation may seem counterintuitive, but it is possible that influenza
vaccines alter our immune systems non-specifically to increase susceptibility to other infections; this has been
observed with DTP and other vaccines. (Benn et al, Trends in Immunology, May 2013) There are other immune
mechanisms that might also explain the observation. To investigate this possibility, a case-control study is in
order as we study and care for the victims of covid-19. Influenza vaccines have become sacred cows in some
quarters, but they shouldn’t be.155

152 Immunization Agenda 2030: A Global Strategy to Leave No One Behind https://www.who.int/immunization/immunization_agenda_2030/en/
153 https://www.vaccinationinformationnetwork.com/forced-to-falsify-vaccine-efficacy-test-claim-merck-scientist/
154 https://www.abc.net.au/news/health/2020-04-17/coronavirus-vaccine-ian-frazer/12146616
155 https://www.bmj.com/content/368/bmj.m810/rr-0
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Influenza vaccination and respiratory virus interference among Department of Defense personnel during the
2017-2018 influenza season.
Receiving influenza vaccination may increase the risk of other respiratory viruses, a phenomenon known as virus
interference.156

Arizona Governor Sits on Board of Group Doing Testing, Affiliate of Prospective Coronavirus Vaccine Maker -Stunning Conflict of Interest157
Deaths in a trial of the HPV vaccine
The death of girls who were a part of a Human Papilloma Virus vaccine trial has raised an alarm about the nature
of research in India as well as the value attached by the state to the lives of its citizens. The trial was being
conducted in Andhra Pradesh and Gujarat by the NGO PATH with support from the Indian Council of Medical
Research and local health authorities. They were funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.158

A Killer Enterprise: How One of Big Pharma’s Most Corrupt Companies Plans to Corner the COVID-19 Cure
Market
One of the most politically-connected yet scandal ridden vaccine companies in the United States, with troubling
ties to the 2001 anthrax attacks and opioid crisis, is set to profit handsomely from the current Coronavirus crisis.
Not only did Emergent Biosolutions profit from national anthrax fears, they would also cash in on subsequent
pandemic panics and later receive substantial backing from the Bill Gates-backed Coalition for Epidemic
Preparedness Innovations (CEPI). Emergent’s history of corruption and profiteering has in no way prevented them
from cashing in on the COVID-19 global health crisis. On March 10, Emergent announced a partnership with
Novavax to produce a COVID-19 vaccine, a vaccine also backed by the Bill Gates-backed Coalition for Epidemic
Preparedness Innovations (CEPI). CEPI had previously partnered with Emergent Biosolutions, giving them over
$60 million in 2018. Emergent further expanded its partnership with NovaVax on March 31.159

“You essentially turn your body into its own vaccine manufacturing unit.” -- Bill Gates on his proposed RNA
vaccine for COVID-19
Pharma has 80 COVID vaccines in development, but Gates & Fauci pushed Moderna’s “Frankenstein jab” to the
front of the line. Scientists & ethicists are sounding alarms. The vaccine uses a new, untested, and very
controversial experimental RNA technology that Gates has backed for over a decade. Instead of injecting an
antigen & adjuvant as with traditional vaccines, Moderna plugs a small piece of coronavirus genetic code into
human cells, altering DNA throughout the human body and reprogramming our cells to produce antibodies to fight
the virus. MRNA vaccines are a form of genetic engineering called “germ line gene editing”. Moderna’s genetic
alterations are passed down to future generations. In January The Geneva Statement the world’s leading ethicists
and scientists called for an end to this kind of experimentation.160
Bats, Gene Editing & Bioweapons: Recent Darpa Experiments Raise Concerns Amid Coronavirus Outbreak
DARPA recently spent millions on research involving bats and coronaviruses, as well as gene editing “bioweapons”
prior to the recent coronavirus outbreak. Now, “strategic allies” of the agency have been chosen to develop a genetic
material-based vaccine to halt the potential epidemic.161

Coronavirus 'disappearing' so fast Oxford vaccine has 'only 50% chance of working'

156 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31607599
157 https://nationalfile.com/arizona-governor-sits-on-board-of-group-doing-testing-affiliate-of-prospective-coronavirus-vaccine-maker/
158 https://ijme.in/articles/deaths-in-a-trial-of-the-hpv-vaccine/?galley=html
159 https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/top-news/killer-enterprise-how-big-pharmas-most-corrupt-companies-plans-corner-covid-19-cure-market/
160 https://www.instagram.com/p/B_q1jv_nmiX/
161 https://www.greanvillepost.com/2020/03/02/bats-gene-editing-and-bioweapons-recent-darpa-experiments-raise-concerns-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/
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Professor Adrian Hill describes the efforts to create a vaccine as “a race against the virus disappearing, and
against time. We said earlier in the year that there was an 80% chance of developing an effective vaccine by
September. But at the moment, there's a 50% chance that we get no result at all. We're in the bizarre position of
wanting COVID to stay, at least for a little while."162

Only a COVID-19 vaccine will allow return to ‘normalcy’: UN chief
"We need an ambitious effort to ensure that international stakeholders operate through a harmonised, integrated
and leveraged approach to maximise the speed and scale needed for the universal deployment of such a vaccine
by the end of 2020," he insisted.163

VACCINE CONSPIRACY: U.S. Government Colludes With Big Pharma To Poison The American People
There should be absolutely no doubt about it: The outrageous and odious childhood vaccination regimes
instituted across the 50 states and territories of the USA are the product of a multi-decade conspiracy on the part
of the US Federal Government and its many health-related organs and corporate collaborators. Just who are
those many co-conspirators?164

Doubts raised over Oxford coronavirus vaccine after ALL of the monkeys that took part in the trial are found to
have contracted the disease165
All Test Subjects of Bill Gates’ Vaccine Ended Up With Coronavirus
What could possibly go wrong with fast-tracking a hastily put-together vaccine to treat an illness with a .26%
fatality rate and mass-producing the concoction for dissemination? That’s what some in the medical community
want to do with Bill Gates’ new vaccine for coronavirus, which he began working on – curiously – a short time
before coronavirus went viral. What could go wrong has now been made public, as Bill Gates’ shoddily-hastened
vaccine has been determined to make all animal test subjects get COVID-19 when exposed to the virus.166

Bill Gates predicts 700,000 victims from corona vaccination
“We have … you know … one in ten thousand … ah … side effects. Thats … you know … way more. Seven
hundred thousand … ah … you know … people who will suffer from that. So, really understanding the safety at
gigantic scale across all age ranges – you know – pregnant, male, female, undernourished and existing
comorbidities. It’s very, very hard and that actual decision of ‚OK, let’s go and give this vaccine to the entire
world‘… ah … governments will have to be involved because there will be some risk and indemnification needed
before that … ah … can be decided on.”167

INO-4800 DNA Coronavirus Vaccine
INO-4800 is a DNA vaccine candidate matched to the novel
coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, which causes the COVID-19
disease in humans. Inovio's proprietary platform hand-held
smart device called CELLECTRA® is leading the way
forward for activation immunotherapy. This one-of-a-kind
platform delivers optimized DNA into cells, where it is
translated into proteins that activate an individual's immune
system to generate a robust targeted T cell and antibody

162 https://news.sky.com/story/coronavirus-disappearing-so-fast-oxford-vaccine-has-only-50-chance-of-working-11993739
163 https://www.straitstimes.com/world/united-states/only-a-covid-19-vaccine-will-allow-return-to-normalcy-un-chief
164 http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=11155
165 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-8331709/Oxford-coronavirus-vaccine-does-not-stop-infection-experts-warn.html
166 https://montanadailygazette.com/2020/05/27/all-test-subjects-of-bill-gates-vaccine-ended-up-with-coronavirus/
167 https://kenfm.de/bill-gates-predicts-700000-victims-from-corona-vaccination/
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response. CELLECTRA uses a brief electrical pulse to open small pores in the cell reversibly to allow the
plasmids to enter. Once inside the cell, the plasmids begin replicating, thereby strengthening the body's own
natural response mechanisms.168,169
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

INOVIO COVID-19 Vaccine Trial Begins at Penn Medicine and the Perelman School of Medicine170
Moderna Ships mRNA Vaccine Against Novel Coronavirus (mRNA-1273) for Phase 1 Study171
Applied DNA Ships COVID-19 LinearDNA™ Vaccine Candidates to Italian Development Partner to Begin
Preclinical Animal Testing172
Bill Gates Partners With DARPA & DOD For New DNA Nanotech COVID19 Vaccine!173
DARPA’s gambles might have created the best hopes for stopping COVID-19174,175
Geneva Statement on Heritable Human Genome Editing: The Need for Course Correction176
The truth about COVID-19 vaccines, cells from aborted children, and ‘fetal tissue’ research177
Altering Human Genetics Through Vaccination178
Highest COVID-19 vaccine dose stopped after study volunteers experience severe side effects179
Dangerous nano-particles contaminating many vaccines: groundbreaking study180
New Quality-Control Investigations on Vaccines: Micro- and Nanocontamination181
The Injection Fraud – It’s Not a Vaccine182

“… they put out the vaccine; Bill Gates gets his wish and Tony Fauci, that everyone’s forced to take it around the world.
Then, all of a sudden, a mutation comes around and we start seeing it trigger this in Antibody Immune Enhancement, in
people that were vaccinated. Only problem now is we’ve all gotten this vaccine – and now we’re not having a .1%-2.3%
death rate. It’s 20% or 30%. You could honestly wipe out our species with a vaccine that was rushed to market,
that didn’t do proper safety testing – and that’s exactly what they’re describing this as.” ~ Del Bigtree183

168 https://www.precisionvaccinations.com/vaccines/ino-4800-dna-coronavirus-vaccine
169 https://www.inovio.com/
170 https://www.pennmedicine.org/updates/blogs/penn-physician-blog/2020/april/inovio-covid19-vaccine-clinical-trial
171 https://www.drugs.com/clinical_trials/moderna-ships-mrna-vaccine-against-novel-coronavirus-mrna-1273-phase-1-study-18461.html
172 https://finance.yahoo.com/news/applied-dna-ships-covid-19-100300862.html
173 https://youtu.be/p5mBuf8o1Ig
174 https://www.biocentury.com/article/304691/darpa-jump-started-technologies-behind-some-of-the-leading-covid-19-vaccine-and-antibody-hopes
175 https://leapsmag.com/3-futuristic-biotech-programs-the-u-s-government-is-funding-right-now/
176 https://www.cell.com/trends/biotechnology/fulltext/S0167-7799(19)30317-8
177 https://www.liveaction.org/news/truth-covid-19-vaccines-cells-aborted-tissue/
178 https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/altering-human-genetics-through-vaccination
179 https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/world/2020/05/highest-covid-19-vaccine-dose-stopped-after-study-volunteers-experience-severe-side-effects.html
180 https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/06/03/dangerous-nano-particles-contaminating-many-vaccines/
181 https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/06/03/dangerous-nano-particles-contaminating-many-vaccines/
182 https://home.solari.com/deep-state-tactics-101-the-covid-injection-fraud-its-not-a-vaccine/
183 https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/the-coronavirus-vaccine-uncensored-robert-f-kennedy-jr-and-del-bigtree/
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Dissenting Governmental & Professional Voices
“Knowing what we know today about COVID-19’s Infection Fatality Rate, asymmetric impact by age and medical condition, nontransmissibility by asymptomatic people and in outdoor settings, near-zero fatality rate for children, and the basic understanding of viruses
through Farr’s law, locking down society was a bone-headed policy decision so devastating to society that historians may judge it as the
all-time worst decision ever made. Worse, as these clear facts have become available, many policy-makers haven’t shifted their positions,
despite the fact that every hour under any stage of lockdown has a domino-effect of devastation to society. Meanwhile, the media—with a
few notable exceptions—is oddly silent on all the good news. Luckily, an unexpected group of heroes across the political landscape—many
of them doctors and scientists—have emerged to tell the truth, despite facing extreme criticism and censorship from an angry mob desperate
to continue fighting an imaginary war.” 184

There is a growing number of dissenting professional voices concerning all aspects of the alleged pandemic.
Here are but a few to question the veracity of the official:
Belarus President Alexander Lukashenko asks, “Is this pandemic, this coronavirus, a man-made
phenomenon? I don’t know the answer yet, but I have my suspicions. Are politicians and others using this
situation for their own purposes? You and I both know the answer to that question. You already see how it is
used today … Doesn’t it seem to you that the powerful forces of the world would like to remake the world,
without a ‘war’ (Emmanuel Macron has already called it a war), through this so-called ‘corona-psychosis’, or
‘info-demic’? Many people are asking: ‘what will happen after the pandemic?’”185
Italian MP Sara Cunial has denounced Bill Gates as a “vaccine criminal”, entered into the official record on the
floor of the Italian Parliament, urging their President to hand Gates over to the International Criminal Court for
crimes against humanity, for his connections to deadly vaccines, lockdowns, depopulation policies, and plans
to microchip the human race, asserting that the "real goal of all of this is total control.” MP Cunial asks the
president “if you won’t do this, tell us how we should define you, the ‘friend lawyer’ who takes orders from a
criminal.” 186
The Foreign Ministry of Burundi has expelled the WHO coronavirus team, “declared persona non grata and
as such, must leave the territory of Burundi.” There has been no public reason, an official has privately accused
it “of unacceptable interference in its management of the coronavirus.” 187,188
Madagascar President Andry Rajoelina claims that the WHO offered him a US$20 million bribe to poison the
COVID Organics herbal remedy which has been curing people there.189,190
Barrister Ikenga Imo Ugochinyere, spokesperson for opposition The Coalition of United Political Parties
(CUPP) of Nigeria, has stated that intelligence reports indicate that Bill Gates offered a bribe of US$10 million
for speedy passage of a compulsory vaccine bill to the leadership of the House of Representatives led by Femi
Gbajabiamila. Barrister Ugochinyere states that “The plan to push the passing of the bill is evil.” 191
Former American Congressman Trey Gowdy, in discussion of dealing with restrictive coronavirus lockdown
orders: “we have this thing called civil disobedience and people can engage in it.” 192

184 https://jbhandleyblog.com/home/lockdownlunacy
185https://sputniknews.com/europe/202004031078824468-belaruss-president-warns-global-elites-using-covid-19-crisis-to-try-to-reshape-world-order/
186 https://greatgameindia.com/italian-politician-demand-bill-gates-arrest-for-crimes-against-humanity/
187 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/14/burundi-expels-who-coronavirus-team-as-election-approaches
188 https://www.dispatchlive.co.za/news/africa/2020-05-15-burundi-orders-top-who-official-to-leave-country/
189https://dailypost.ng/2020/05/17/madagascar-cure-we-have-been-offered-20m-to-poison-covid-organic-president-rajoelina-video/
190 https://greatgameindia.com/who-offered-20m-bribe-to-poison-covid-19-cure-madagascar-president/
191 https://dailypost.ng/2020/05/04/bill-gate-offered-house-of-reps-10m-bribe-for-speedy-passage-of-compulsory-vaccine-bill-cupp-alleges/
192 https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/trey-gowdy-on-restrictive-coronavirus-lockdown-orders-where-does-it-stop
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President John Magufuli of Tanzania called for investigation of COVID-19 test kits used there, after instructing
security forces to check the quality by submitting non-human samples of pawpaw, goat and sheep to the testing
facility, with the tests coming out positive for the virus. “There is something happening. I said before we should
not accept that every aid is meant to be good for this nation.” 193,194
Sri Lankan Cardinal Malcolm Ranjith has called for an investigation into the cause of the coronavirus
pandemic. “We know that in several areas of the world researchers of all types for various reasons are engaging
in research to destroy human life and nature. Some of these viruses are the products of aimless experiments.
… Producing such things is a very serious crime for mankind. … I ask the Lord to reveal who made these
poisonous seeds. The United Nations or international organizations must find out who is behind these incidents
and punish them. Such research should be banned,” said Cardinal Ranjith.195
Nnamdi Kanu accuses Bill, Melinda Gates of planning to kill Africans using vaccine
Nnamdi Kanu, the leader of the Indigenous People of Biafra, IPOB, has alleged that billionaire businessman, Bill
Gates and his wife, Melinda are planning to kill Africans using the Coronavirus vaccine. “Bill Gates and co tried to
reduce the black African population, they first tried it in South Africa with HIV and it failed them and backfired. …
they want you to vaccinate not because they want to protect you from Coronavirus but to kill you off, to sterilize our
women.” 196

Professor John Oxford, English virologist, Professor at Queen Mary, University of London:
“Personally, I view this Covid outbreak as akin to a bad winter influenza epidemic. In this case we have had 8000
deaths this last year in the ‘at risk’ groups viz over 65% people with heart disease etc. I do not feel this current
Covid will exceed this number. We are suffering from a media epidemic!”197
Professor John Oxford is one of the UK’s foremost virus experts and runs the UK’s only secure isolation ward for
testing treatments for viruses on behalf of a company called Open Orphan (ORPH). He has today sent a letter
lashing out at a “media epidemic” and saying that COVID-19 is in fact less bad than a normal flu season. He says
there will be fewer than 8,000 UK deaths from Coronavirus.198

John Ioannidis -- C.F. Rehnborg Chair in Disease Prevention, Professor of Medicine, of Health Research and
Policy, of Biomedical Data Science, and of Statistics; Co-Director, Meta-Research Innovation Center at
Stanford:
The current coronavirus disease, COVID-19, has been called a once-in-a-century pandemic. But it may also be a
once-in-a-century evidence fiasco. … The data collected so far on how many people are infected and how the
epidemic is evolving are utterly unreliable. … Reasonable estimates for the case fatality ratio in the general U.S.
population vary from 0.05% to 1%.
That huge range markedly affects how severe the pandemic is and what should be done. A population-wide case
fatality rate of 0.05% is lower than seasonal influenza. If that is the true rate, locking down the world with potentially
tremendous social and financial consequences may be totally irrational. It’s like an elephant being attacked by a
house cat. Frustrated and trying to avoid the cat, the elephant accidentally jumps off a cliff and dies.199

Dr. Judy Mikovits, Ph.D. in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology:

193 https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/05/tanzania-president-questions-coronavirus-kits-animal-test-200503174100809.html
194 https://af.reuters.com/article/topNews/idAFKBN22F0K6-OZATP
195 https://www.ucanews.com/news/sri-lankan-cardinal-seeks-probe-into-cause-of-covid-19/87470
196 https://dailypost.ng/2020/04/14/covid-19-nnamdi-kanu-accuses-bill-melinda-gates-of-planning-to-kill-africans-using-vaccine/
197 https://novuscomms.com/2020/03/31/a-view-from-the-hvivo-open-orphan-orph-laboratory-professor-john-oxford/
198 https://www.tomwinnifrith.com/articles/16058/breaking-top-coronavirus-expert-john-oxford-says-media-epidemic-will-be-less-deaths-than-normal-flu-sub-8000
199 https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable-data/
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This is an agenda that has nothing to do with this infection. And none of the science supports the numbers they’re
giving, the numbers of deaths. The people are said to be dying of COVID-19 … it doesn’t support a single one of
Koch’s postulates or Hill’s criteria, or every person with the virus has to have the disease. Most people don’t have
the disease. In fact the German numbers are less than .8%. So this can only be considered to be a plague of
corruption to take away constitutional, religious and every other kind of freedoms which have been taken from
America by the agenda of this vaccine program.200,201,202

Professor Peter C. Gøtzsche: “Official numbers are wildly exaggerated.”203
Joel W. Hay, professor & founder of the Department of Pharmaceutical Economics and Policy at the
University of Southern California; Health Economist at the Harbor UCLA Center for Vaccine Research.
We could end this lockdown in 72 hours if officials ordered testing of stored blood samples in hospitals, blood
donor centers, clinics and labs. Evidence is mounting that suggests COVID-19 was present on US soil as early
as November. Stored samples of blood from September 2019 on can and should be tested with antibody assays
that will indicate the presence of viral antibodies long before lockdowns were implemented. If antibodies are
present then this is indisputable proof that COVID-19 was already rampant in the population in 2019.
COVID19 is very similar to the SARS virus that caused the 2003 outbreak and other coronaviruses. Scientists
have been working on vaccines and therapy for SARS since 2003 without success, so staying in lockdown until a
Covid-19 vaccine is developed is not a feasible option. Viral load tests (PCR) and serology tests (antibodies) are
currently available, although both types of tests have false negatives and false positives.204
●
●
●
●
●

800 Medical Specialists Caution Against Draconian Measures205
12 Experts Questioning the Coronavirus Panic206
10 MORE Experts Criticising the Coronavirus Panic207
Dissenting Voices Question ‘Police State’ Coronavirus Policies208
Dr. Ben Carson says 98% of coronavirus cases recover & ‘we can’t operate out of hysteria’209

Epidemiologist: Coronavirus could be ‘exterminated’ if lockdowns were lifted
“Going outdoors is what stops every respiratory disease” -- Knut Wittkowski, previously the longtime head of the
Department of Biostatistics, Epidemiology, and Research Design at the Rockefeller University in New York City,
said in an interview with the Press and the Public Project that the coronavirus could be “exterminated” if we
permitted most people to lead normal lives and sheltered the most vulnerable parts of society until the danger had
passed.210

600 Physicians Say Lockdowns Are A ‘Mass Casualty Incident’
More than 600 of the nation’s physicians sent a letter to President Trump this week calling the coronavirus
shutdowns a “mass casualty incident” with “exponentially growing negative health consequences” to millions of
non COVID patients.211

200 https://youtu.be/GJb-g8ZB4xo
201 https://www.thekarlfeldtcenter.com/corona-virus-what-you-need-to-know/
202 https://plandemicmovie.com/
203 https://www.deadlymedicines.dk/the-coronavirus-mass-panic-is-not-justified/
204 http://joelhay.com
205 https://www.aier.org/article/800-medical-specialists-caution-against-draconian-measures/
206 https://off-guardian.org/2020/03/24/12-experts-questioning-the-coronavirus-panic/
207 https://off-guardian.org/2020/03/28/10-more-experts-criticising-the-coronavirus-panic/
208 https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/03/29/dissenting-voices-question-police-state-coronavirus-policies/
209 http://sandrarose.com/2020/04/dr-ben-carson-says-98-of-coronavirus-cases-recover-and-we-cant-operate-out-of-hysteria/
210 www.thecollegefix.com/epidemiologist-coronavirus-could-be-exterminated-if-lockdowns-were-lifted/
211 https://www.forbes.com/sites/gracemarieturner/2020/05/22/600-physicians-say-lockdowns-are-a-mass-casualty-incident/
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Global Lockdown -- Crackdown on Human Rights
The lack of evidence lockdowns actually worked is a
scandal -- There is still not a shred of real proof that the
planet's reckless stay-at-home experiment made any
difference.212

world

Coronavirus: You Have Given Your Freedom Away
Abandon Critical Thinking Too213

Don’t

In face of the official narrative, governments globally
locking down their populations using various means,
voluntary performance to police state type
enforcement. Tracking apps for phones and monitoring
drones are being implemented. The question naturally
arises: will all these rights -- being sacrificed in the
of curtailing the pandemic -- ever be gained again?
Considering the valid questions raised on etiology and
epidemiology, one must question the true intent, and consider their actions moving forward.

are
from

name

Some curious elements to the picture! Military command retreats to nuclear proof bunkers?
COVID-19 Drives Command Teams Charged With Homeland Defense Into Cheyenne Mountain Bunker -Another US military command and control element is also now isolated in a third, undisclosed location.
U.S. Northern Command has dispersed essential command and control teams to multiple hardened locations,
including the famous Cheyenne Mountain bunker complex in Colorado, as well as another unspecified site, and is
keeping them in isolation. The command took these steps to help ensure these personnel can continue to watch
around the clock for potential threats to the U.S. homeland as the COVID-19 pandemic continues to expand across
the country and around the world.214

Will COVID-19 End the Age of Mass Protests?
Global mass political protests reached a historic high at the end of 2019. Then, in a twist of fate, the COVID-19
pandemic virtually eliminated street protests that had, for a decade, increased globally at an annual rate of 11.5
percent. While social distancing has doused the flames of tens of millions taking to the streets, the embers
that ignited protests in 114 countries last year are still glowing hot. There is strong reason to believe that
once the health crisis ebbs, there will be a new surge of global protests -- perhaps even greater in scale and political
consequence. These protests could play a determining role in setting national and global agendas post-COVID19. Or they could simply deepen the disorder now gripping the world.215

Apparently not, as huge protests and riots have erupted in the USA and elsewhere around the globe, seemingly
on queue when the lockdown-virus story was starting to fall apart.
What scientific data is being utilised by governments globally to make such dire and drastic changes to our
civilisation? Well, in the UK you’re not allowed to know:
UK’s scientific advice on coronavirus to be secret until after pandemic
212 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2020/05/28/lack-evidence-lockdowns-actually-worked-world-scandal/
213 https://in-this-together.com/coronavirus-giving-your-freedom-away/
214 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32777/covid-19-drives-command-teams-charged-with-homeland-defense-into-cheyenne-mountain-bunker
215 https://www.csis.org/analysis/will-covid-19-end-age-mass-protests
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There is now serious doubt over the correlation between lockdown and saving lives. Reality is creeping into the
COVID-19 dialogue. It is becoming apparent that people are getting sick because they are being isolated and
effectively living under house arrest, condemned as "murderers" if they so much as think about breaking curfew,
being snitched on by neighbours for "gathering" more than two people together in their back gardens.216

The Models Were Wrong. Does Anyone Care?
Everyone who has been paying attention knows that the epidemiological models on which the current shutdown
mania is based have been proved to be wrong, wrong, wrong. Yet, zombie-like, they continue to influence our illinformed policymakers.217

TAIWAN: No Lockdowns, No Closed Businesses, Non-WHO Member, & Relatively Unaffected by COVID-19,
April 28, 2020
Johns Hopkins University had predicted that Taiwan would have the second most COVID-19 cases in the world,
due to its close proximity to Mainland China. But astonishingly, in spite of being only 80 miles from the coast of
China with over 400,000 of its 24 million citizens working in China, as of mid-April, the country only had 400 cases
of COVID-19, and only 6 deaths. And the vast majority of their 400 cases came into the country from abroad. All
of this has happened without shutting down the country with lock downs, and with almost all of its businesses
continuing to operate.218

Sweden claims coronavirus success after keeping country open, says herd immunity imminent219
A disproportionate interference with rights and freedoms: Coronavirus regulations & the ECHR
The lockdown measures imposed by the Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (England) Regulations are
some of the most extreme restrictions on fundamental freedoms imposed in the modern era. They are a
disproportionate interference with the rights and freedoms protected by the European Convention on Human Rights
and therefore unlawful.220

Washington Governor To Residents: COVID-Test-Deniers Will Not Be Allowed To Leave Home To Get
Groceries221
I am an American constitutional lawyer -- and I see our government using COVID-19 to take away our
fundamental rights

216 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/uks-scientific-advice-on-coronavirus-to-be-secret-until-after-pandemic-35fwl8rn9
217 https://principia-scientific.org/the-models-were-wrong-does-anyone-care
218 https://vaccineimpact.com/2020/taiwan-no-lockdowns-no-closed-businesses-non-who-member-and-relatively-unaffected-by-covid-19/
219https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/sweden-claims-coronavirus-success-after-keeping-country-open-says-herd-immunity-imminent/ar-BB12T5Rt
220 https://fieldcourt.co.uk/a-disproportionate-interference-with-rights-and-freedoms-the-coronavirus-regulations-and-the-european-convention-on-human-rights/
221 https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/washington-state-governor-to-residents-covid-test-deniers-will-not-be-allowed-to-leave-home-to-get-groceries.html
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Our founders were intimately familiar with pandemics, viruses and plagues, yet they did not allow any to suspend
our Constitutional liberties. Not one word in the Constitution about plagues or pandemics to exempt the government
from any of our Bill of Rights. Why do our current courts allow it? Because the public is asleep at the wheel. Think
the pandemic threatens to kills us all? A review of the data shows the pandemic is more panic than plague.
“People shouldn’t be afraid of their
government. Governments should be afraid
of their people.” Only when an awake public
asserts their human liberties to protest the
loss of their liberties will, then, governments
quit using public health crises to seize power
that does not belong to them. The answer
to 1984 is still 1776.222

While many protests globally were shut down
due to the pandemic, protests against these
human rights violations started to erupt in many
places, mostly US States at present. We can
expect the human spirit to rise further against
these unjust diktats. But will the protests be
hijacked b ynefarious forces?
Coronavirus shutdown: What states have seen protests against stay-at-home orders
Demonstrators rallied in states across the country this month to protest governor-imposed stay-at-home orders that
have kept Americans out of work for weeks to prevent the spread of coronavirus, with many arguing that the strict
measures attack their constitutional freedoms and liberties.223,224

Meanwhile, many jurisdictions are going full police state, taking advantage of the situation to implement
totalitarian measures under the guise of saving people from COVID-19.
Australia -- The Police State Is Here, Thanks to Coronavirus225
New Zealand becoming police state: COVID-19 lockdown to be taken seriously, but reporting neighbors &
abuse of power goes too far226
“The [New Zealand] government has been acting unlawfully” -- Sue Grey, activist lawyer227
Police Have Started Revolting Against Draconian Coronavirus Edicts From Local Tyrants
Police chiefs from Texas to Washington are standing up against draconian orders from local leaders demanding
strict adherence to extreme social distancing measures to curb the spread of the novel Wuhan coronavirus.228

Sheriff Mack Calls on Sheriffs: America Has Become A Catastrophe, We Need Action!

222 https://www.rt.com/op-ed/483758-coronavirus-constitutional-rights-government/
223 https://www.foxnews.com/us/coronavirus-shutdown-what-states-have-protested-against-stay-at-home-orders
224 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/04/15/coronavirus-multiple-states-see-protests-over-stay-home-rules/5142499002/
225 https://www.sydneycriminallawyers.com.au/blog/the-police-state-is-here-thanks-to-coronavirus/
226 https://www.rt.com/op-ed/484609-new-zealand-coronavirus-police-state/
227 https://youtu.be/pIRsHdHJNoI
228 https://thefederalist.com/2020/04/22/police-have-started-revolting-against-draconian-coronavirus-edicts-from-local-tyrants/
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Sheriff Richard Mack is a staunch supporter of the US Constitution and the Bill of Rights and calls on Sheriffs and
Law Enforcement across the country to uphold their sworn oaths to the Constitution and to reject tyranny in all
forms.229

Pennsylvania Sheriffs Say They Won’t Enforce Business Shutdown230
In Italy, opponent of lockdown thrown into psychiatric hospital
In the Sicilian city of Ravanusa, 33-year-old Dario Musso drove down the street with a megaphone, wanting to
wake up his fellow citizens to the cry of "The pandemic is not deadly! Come out, take off your masks! Open up the
stores!" All witnesses claim that he was perfectly sane, simply outraged. He was arrested and sent to a psychiatric
hospital, where he was bound to a bed for 4 days, drip fed and sedated.231

And of course the people on lockdown will have to pay for their safety:
●
●
●

United Nations wants 10% of entire planet’s annual income in fund for coronavirus response232
Coronavirus: Tax changes coming to pay for Covid-19 response: What could they look like?233
Coronavirus crisis could plunge half a billion people into poverty: Oxfam234

We must point out the mass humiliation ritual of having people wear masks. The
science goes against mass wearing. They are being seen as a symbol of censoring
free speech, which goes in tune with the active suppression and censorship on major
electronic platforms, such as YouTube, Google, and Facebook, of anything
questioning the official narrative. The purpose of surgical masks, when used properly,
is so that the doctors and nurses don’t infect the people they are operating on.
A cluster randomised trial of cloth masks compared with medical masks in healthcare
workers
The aim of this study was to compare the efficacy of cloth masks to medical masks in
hospital healthcare workers (HCWs). The rates of all infection outcomes were highest in the cloth mask arm, with
the rate of ILI [influenza-like illness] statistically significantly higher in the cloth mask arm compared with the medical
mask arm. This study is the first RCT (Random Control Trial) of cloth masks, and the results caution against the
use of cloth masks. This is an important finding to inform occupational health and safety. Moisture retention, reuse
of cloth masks and poor filtration may result in increased risk of infection.235
●
●
●
●
●

Surgeon General Doubles Down: Masks Increase Virus Risk236
No, You Do Not Need Face Masks To Prevent Coronavirus -- They Might Increase Your Infection Risk237
Masks Don't Work: A review of science relevant to COVID-19 social policy238
Two Chinese boys reportedly die within week of each other while wearing face masks in gym class239
Your Mask Is Making You Meaner, Dumber, More Afraid & Less Safe240

229 https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/sheriff-mack-calls-on-sheriffs-america-has-become-a-catastrophe-we-need-action.html
230 https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/pennsylvania-sheriffs-say-they-wont-enforce-business-shutdown.html
231 https://www.voltairenet.org/article209869.html
232 https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/united-nations-wants-10-of-worlds-annual-income-in-fund-for-coronavirus-response
233 https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/121016852/coronavirus-tax-changes-coming-to-pay-for-covid19-response-what-will-they-look-like
234 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-poverty/coronavirus-crisis-could-plunge-half-a-billion-people-into-poverty-oxfam-idUSKCN21R0E7
235 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4420971/
236 https://www.newsmax.com/t/newsmax/article/960679
237 https://www.forbes.com/sites/tarahaelle/2020/02/29/no-you-do-not-need-face-masks-for-coronavirus-they-might-increase-your-infection-risk/#5886a5a4676c
238 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340570735_Masks_Don't_Work_A_review_of_science_relevant_to_COVID-19_social_policy
239 https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-two-chinese-boys-die-face-masks-gym-class-20200507-ruyinz7czjbqde3tprx647q3dm-story.html
240 https://lovebreedsaccountability.com/2020/05/01/your-mask-is-making-you-meaner-dumber-more-afraid-less-safe/
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Conspiracy?
WHEN CONSPIRACY BECOMES REALITY
It wasn’t long ago microchipping and drone surveillance were figments of the sci-fi movie-goers imagination. Today,
those ‘conspiracies’ are on the horizon, and we must decide soon if we want them to be a part of our future. -- Del
Bigtree241

The complex COVID-19 situation seen through the myriad of facts as presented herein implies a covert, agendadriven program of which the official narrative is merely a well-planned cover operation. We find the same players
at every turn of a page, William “Bill” Gates of Microsoft fame, and Dr. Anthony Fauci of the NIAID and the
Epidemic Intelligence Service.242
Look at the people advising the U.S. President Donald Trump on this issue, from the swamp he promised to
drain:
Dr. Anthony Fauci, head of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases NIAID is on the Leadership
Council for the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. He has been implicated in massive scientific fraud and
malfeasance for decades, including with Robert Gallo and the HIV controversy exposed by Peter Deusberg,
who was discredited by Fauci’s directives. It is a wonder that Fauci is now, at 79 and well past retirement age,
in control of billions of dollars of public spending, a healthy portion he directs to himself. Along with Bill Gates
these two most of all represent the face of the drive to vaccinate everyone on the planet, except of course them
and their families.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The Remarkable Doctor A. Fauci 243
Fauci Directs 62 Grants to Himself 244
Dr. Fauci's DARKEST SECRET Surfaces As His Predictive Model Crushes Trump Economy 245
Dr. Anthony Fauci Plotted ‘Global Vaccine Action Plan’ with Bill Gates Before Pushing COVID Panic and Doubts
About Hydroxychloroquine Treatments 246
Butterfly of the Week, 27 April 2020: Under House Arrest as a Result of a Crime Committed by the CDC247,248
FAUCIgate: OPERATION COVID-19 Point Man Tony Fauci Must Be Arrested and Prosecuted for Genocide249
Links between Dr. Tony Fauci, China, French company Sanofi Pasteur, George Soros and the Gates Foundation
are old and deep. The China coronavirus ties them all together.250
RFK Jr. Exposes Dr. Fauci’s Crooked Past -- He’s “Poisoned An Entire Generation Of Americans”251
The Full Fauci Timeline: Sorting Fact From Fiction252

Deborah L. Birx, Response Coordinator for the White House Coronavirus Task Force, is a board member for
the Global Fund to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, founded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.253

241 https://youtu.be/dmbtGjFaa34
242 https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2018/08/02/the-big-one-how-environmental-killing-becomes-a-medical-disease-2/
243 http://williamengdahl.com/englishNEO15Apr2020.php
244 https://www.omsj.org/corruption/fauci-directs-62-grants-to-himself
245 https://youtu.be/qq2uuHfmq8k
246https://bigleaguepolitics.com/dr-anthony-fauci-plotted-global-vaccine-action-plan-with-bill-gates-before-pushing-covid-panic-and-
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248 https://www.davidmartin.world/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/BotW_Notes_04272020.pdf
249 http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13812
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253 https://www.theglobalfund.org/en/private-ngo-partners/resource-mobilization/bill-melinda-gates-foundation/
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Robert Redfield, current director of the CDC was a founder of the Institute of Human Virology, who has received
$31.8 million from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.
DOD LEAK: Feds Investigated Birx & CDC Director [Redfield] for “Scientific Fraud & Misconduct”; Fabricated,
Falsified HIV/AIDS Vaccine Trials
Dr. Robert Redfield, the director of the CDC, and Dr.
Deborah Birx -- the Coronavirus Coordinator for the White
House -- were the targets of a damning Department of
Defense investigation after colleagues in the U.S. Army
and U.S. Air Force blew the whistle on scientific fraud
during clinical trials of a HIV/AIDS vaccine.254

Stephen Hahn is commissioner for the FDA who partnered
with Bill and Melinda Gates in 2017.
These people have a financial and ideological drive to push
vaccinations. Outside of the obvious, money and power, is
there a deeper agenda to it all? Enter eugenics.
There is more than enough evidence extant to warrant
criminal investigations of these people. It is a wonder they
hold so much power despite their deep corruption. It
highlights what must be overcome for the human race to rise above and succeed against their eugenic
onslaught.
U.N. warns economic downturn could kill hundreds of thousands of children in 2020255
We Call For Investigations Into The "Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation" For Medical Malpractice & Crimes Against
Humanity256
Gates’ Globalist Vaccine Agenda: A Win-Win for Pharma and Mandatory Vaccination
Promising his share of $450 million of $1.2 billion to eradicate polio, Gates took control of India’s National Technical
Advisory Group on Immunization (NTAGI), which mandated up to 50 doses of polio vaccines through overlapping
immunization programs to children before the age of five. Indian doctors blame the Gates campaign for a
devastating non-polio acute flaccid paralysis (NPAFP) epidemic that paralyzed 490,000 children beyond expected
rates between 2000 and 2017. In 2017, the Indian government dialed back Gates’ vaccine regimen and asked
Gates and his vaccine policies to leave India. NPAFP rates dropped precipitously.
In 2017, the World Health Organization (WHO) reluctantly admitted that the global explosion in polio is
predominantly vaccine strain. The most frightening epidemics in Congo, Afghanistan, and the Philippines, are all
linked to vaccines. In fact, by 2018, 70% of global polio cases were vaccine strain.257

Bill Gates Has Been Controlling WHO
We have a major crisis on our hands. Bill Gates is a VERY SERIOUS threat to not just the world economy, but to
world peace. He has been using a loophole that allows health organizations to appear to be government agencies
but are not independent and have been actually controlled by Gates.258
254 https://truepundit.com/dod-leak-feds-investigated-birx-fabricated-falsified-hiv-aids-vaccine-trials/
255https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-children-un/u-n-warns-economic-downturn-could-kill-hundreds-of-thousands-of-children-in-2020-idUSKBN21Y2X7
256 https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/we-call-investigations-bill-melinda-gates-foundation-medical-malpractice-crimes-against-humanity
257 https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/government-corruption/gates-globalist-vaccine-agenda-a-win-win-for-pharma-and-mandatory-vaccination/
258 https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/conspiracy/bill-gates-has-been-controlling-who/
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Bill Gates and his coronavirus conflicts of interest259
So who is Bill Gates? His mythology is as a computer nerd pioneer of DOS and Windows software, and now a
visionary hero, seeking vaccines to save the world. What is the real story?
His mother, Mary Maxwell Gates, whose grandfather James Maxwell was a Federal Reserve director for Seattle,
was the first woman chair of the United Way charity national board along with John Opel, CEO of IBM. The
United Way “shunts a portion of all donations to Planned Parenthood.”260
As the legend goes, Opel set up a meeting with Bill Gates at the
behest of Mary in 1980. However, IBM was under heavy anti-trust
action from the US Department of Justice for their computer
monopoly, starting in 1969, going to trial in 1975, ending in 1982.
IBM would be in a better strategic position with an independent
software front. Bill got the plum.
IBM’s background? It’s first CEO, Thomas J. Watson, had a close
business relationship with Nazi Germany, both in financial and
technological investments, the later including equipment for
managing inmates of concentration camps.261 His son Thomas
Watson Jr. succeeded him as CEO. Opel, as top salesperson,
became personal assistant to Watson Jr. in 1959.
Prescott Bush, of the political dynasty family, was banker to the Nazi regime, assisting in Hitler’s industrial
expansion into war machines. He was also active in USA eugenics circles; he was a director of the Mental
Hygiene Society (MHS), a project of Yale’s Skull and Bones Society of which he, his son George HW, and
grandson George W were also members in their time. The MHS "would evolve into the CIA's cultural engineering
effort of the 1950s, the drugs and brainwashing adventure known as 'MK-Ultra'.”262 In 1947, following his stint
as “Hitler’s Banker” for Brown Harriman Brothers Bank, where the US-funded NAZI industrial buildup was based
in part on the eugenics programs in the concentrations camps, managed with IBM equipment overseen by
Thomas Watson Sr, Prescott was noted as the national treasurer for Margaret Sanger’s Planned Parenthood,
an organisation he was an active supporter of, “instrumental in launching and securing federal funding for the
group” when he later became a U.S. Senator.263
Bills’ father William Henry Gates II was head of Planned Parenthood, years unknown and shrouded in mystery.
Planned Parenthood grew out of Margaret Sanger’s eugenics programs, her philosophy to “protect society
against the propagation and increase of the unfit.” “We do not want word to go out that we want to exterminate
the Negro population.”264,265 Planned Parenthood profits from fetal tissue sales, which they have denied despite
clear evidence.266 Aborted fetal tissue are utilised in production of vaccines,267 as well as many food products.268
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The Gates family are very well connected, elitist, multi-generational eugenicists,269,270 protecting society against
the “unfit,” or however Bill Jr. puts it these days with his global vaccination and ID tracking push. This is the
real story behind COVID-19.271
Bill Gates funds technology to destroy your sperm272
Bill Gates Still Pouring MILLIONS Into ‘Remote Control’ Contraceptive Human Microchip273
“We’ll Just Get Rid of All Whites in the United States” – CDC Chair of Advisory Committee on Immunizations
Lashes Out at White Americans274

This COVID-19 Pandemic apparently been in planning for years:275
The Next Pandemic Is Out There. Is the Private Sector Ready? -- With Event 201, Johns Hopkins turns an eye
toward the private sector’s global pandemic preparedness.276
Dr. Fauci in 2017: President Trump Will Be Challenged By a “Surprise Disease Outbreak”
Back in 2017 at a forum on pandemic preparedness at Georgetown University Dr. Fauci made an interesting
statement. Fauci told the audience the Trump administration will not only be challenged by ongoing global health
threats such as influenza and HIV, but also a surprise disease outbreak.277

There is massive evidence that the SARS-CoV-2 virus is synthetic. Whether it has been released intentionally
or by accident is unknown. In light of this milieu of corroborative evidence one must consider the probability of
intentionality, and thereby of criminal intent.
Creation of a Pandemic & COVID-19 Antitrust Argument278
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CORONAVIRUS TRACED TO THE BRITISH CROWN
The Pirbright Institute (UK) has been awarded 11 U.S. Patents, including Coronavirus U.S. Pat. No. 10,130,701.
The Pirbright Institute is controlled by the Queen's Golden Share along with SERCO and QinetiQ (pron. kinetic).
Pirbright's controllers track back to SERCO, QinetiQ & Sir Geoffrey E. Pattie, Chairman Marconi and the British
Intellectual Property Institute. Outrageously, British SERCO -- today runs the U.S. Patent Office, U.S. FEMA
Region 04, and Zone 02, websites for U.S. Obamacare, OPM, GSA and U.S. Navy SPAWAR, Virginia, New York,
63 U.S. city air traffic controllers, and more. SERCO used its control of the U.S. Patent Office to issue its British
bio company a patent on the Coronavirus in record time -- that's pure fraud.279

Dr. Anthony S. Fauci running damage control for Pirbright Institute
CDC propagandist Anthony S. Fauci, M.D. received major funding from The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation -who also funded the Coronavirus patent holder The Pirbright Institute (UK). Fauci just recently received a $100
million grant from Gates. The Gates Foundation is also a major funder of The Pirbright Institute (UK) with DARPA,
The Wellcome Trust (UK), DARPA, WHO, EU, DERA. The Pirbright Institute (UK) is the patentee of the
CORONAVIRUS U.S. Pat. No. 10,130,701.280

Bill Gates funded the PIRBRIGHT institute, which owns patent on coronavirus
The coronavirus strain that’s currently spreading throughout China and abroad is a patented virus that’s owned by
an entity called The Pirbright Institute, which is partially funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. ... the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation co-hosted a “high-level pandemic exercise” back in October that involved
discussions about how “public / private partnerships will be necessary during the response to a severe pandemic
in order to diminish large-scale economic and societal consequences.” Held in partnership with the Johns Hopkins
Center for Health Security and the World Economic Forum, this latest endeavor by Bill Gates is highly suspicious,
to say the least, especially when considering that it was held just in time for the coronavirus outbreak.281

Gates Foundation Trust Ups Stake in U.K. Prison Firm
The trust, the Gates foundation’s investment arm, added nearly 200,000 shares of Serco Group Plc in May
[2019].282

Chinese Coronavirus is a Man-Made Virus According to Luc Montagnier, Man Who Discovered HIV
Professor Luc Montagnier, 2008 Nobel Prize winner for Medicine, claims that SARS-CoV-2 is a manipulated virus
that was accidentally released from a laboratory in Wuhan, China. Chinese researchers are said to have used
coronaviruses in their work to develop an AIDS vaccine. HIV RNA fragments are believed to have been found in
the SARS-CoV-2 genome.283
“We have carefully analyzed the description of the genome of this RNA virus. We weren’t the first, a group of Indian
researchers tried to publish a study showing that the complete genome of this virus that has within the sequences
of another virus: that of HIV.” 284

Renowned Microbiologist Claims Wuhan Lab 'Did Absolutely Crazy Things' With Coronavirus
Dr. Peter Chumakov of the Engelhardt Institute of Molecular Biology and Russian Academy of Sciences claims that
while the Wuhan scientists' goal in creating the coronavirus was not malicious -- instead, they were trying to study
the pathogenicity of the virus.
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"In China, scientists at the Wuhan Laboratory have been actively involved in the development of various
coronavirus variants for over ten years," he said. "They did absolutely crazy things, in my opinion," he said, adding,
"For example, inserts in the genome, which gave the virus the ability to infect human cells. Now all this has been
analyzed.”285

U.S. Government’s $3.7 Million Grant to Wuhan Lab at Center of Coronavirus Outbreak
Following the 2002-2003 SARS coronavirus outbreak, NIH funded a collaboration by Chinese scientists, US military
virologists from the bioweapons lab at Fort Detrick, and National Institutes of Health (NIH) scientists from NIAID,
to prevent future coronavirus outbreaks by studying the evolution of virulent strains from bats in human tissues.
Those efforts included “gain of function” research which is “accelerated viral evolution” to create COVID Pandemic
superbugs, enhanced bat-borne COVID mutants more lethal and more transmissible than wild COVID.
Fauci’s studies alarmed scientists around the globe who complained, according to a December 2017 NY Times
article, that “these researchers risk creating a monster germ that could escape the lab and seed a pandemic.” Dr.
Marc Lipsitch of the Harvard School of Public Health’s Communicable Disease Center told the Times that Dr.
Fauci’s NIAID experiments “have given us some modest scientific knowledge and done almost nothing to improve
our preparedness for pandemic, and yet risked creating an accidental pandemic.”
In October 2014, following a series of federal laboratory mishaps that narrowly missed releasing these deadly
engineered viruses, President Obama ordered the halt to all federal funding for Fauci’s dangerous experiments.
NIAID-funded gain-of-function research continued after the moratorium in a Wuhan laboratory. Congress needs
to launch an investigation of NIAID’s mischief in China.286,287,288

Dr. Fauci Backed Wuhan Lab with Millions of U.S. Dollars for Risky Coronavirus Research
In 2019, with the backing of NIAID, the National Institutes of Health committed $3.7 million over six years for
research that included some gain-of-function work. The program followed another $3.7 million, 5-year project for
collecting and studying bat coronaviruses, which ended in 2019, bringing the total to $7.4 million.289

Here is a concerned paper on “SARS-related coronaviruses (SARSr-CoV) have been detected in horseshoe
bats since 2005 in different areas of China” with NIAID listed as co-funder:
Discovery of a rich gene pool of bat SARS-related coronaviruses provides new insights into the origin of SARS
coronavirus290
A SARS-like cluster of circulating bat coronaviruses shows potential for human emergence
Research in this manuscript was supported by grants from the National Institute of Allergy & Infectious Disease
and the National Institute of Aging of the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH), and by the National Natural
Science Foundation of China. Published online 2015 Nov 9.291

Some sources claim that the release of the virus was accidental, while acknowledging in a technical manner
that it was man-made.
Logistical and Technical Exploration into the Origins of the Wuhan Strain of Coronavirus (COVID-19)
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Mistakes may have been precipitated by the need to quickly finish research that was being rushed for Johns
Hopkins’ Event 201 which was held this past October and meant to gameplan the containment of a global
pandemic. Research may also have been hurried due to deadlines before the impending Chinese New Year -- the
timing of these events point to increased human error, not a globalist conspiracy. Beijing has had four known
accidental leaks of the SARS virus in recent years, so there is absolutely no reason to assume that this strain of
coronavirus from Wuhan didn’t accidentally leak out as well. As would be expected, this virus appears to have
been bio-engineered at the spike-protein genes which was already done at UNC to make an extraordinarily virulent
coronavirus.292

American Pravda: Our Coronavirus Catastrophe as Biowarfare Blowback?
The timing of an accidental laboratory release would obviously be entirely random. Yet the outbreak seems to
have begun during the precise period of time most likely to damage China, the worst possible ten-day or perhaps
thirty-day window. As I noted in January, I saw no solid evidence that the coronavirus was a bioweapon, but if it
were, the timing of the release seemed very unlikely to have been accidental.293

And in case you don’t want to believe any of this, you can always rely on some fact checkers!
Facebook 'Fact Checker' Worked At Wuhan Biolab; Ruled Out Virus-Leak While 'Debunking' Articles
A Facebook fact checker who has “debunked” articles suggesting that COVID-19 may have leaked from the Wuhan
Institute of Virology (WIV) has a giant conflict of interest; she worked at the Institute -- which is now suspected of
accidentally leaking the hyper-virulent virus which has killed over 130,000 people and cast the global economy into
chaos.
Danielle Anderson, who works at Duke University's NUS Medical School lab in Singapore, also contributes to
Science Feedback -- which Facebook has been using to slap "False Information" labels on articles claiming that
COVID-19 may have originated at the Wuhan Institute -- where Anderson worked with bat coronavirus.294

Bill Gates Continues To Push “Immunity Passports” & Tech-Enabled Surveillance State To Combat COVID
Bill Gates has inserted himself into the national dialogue as a self-proclaimed coronavirus sage who will lead the
world out of dark times through a digitally-assisted brave new world of testing, contact tracing, and of course -- a
vaccine. “The new approach I’m most excited about is known as an RNA vaccine. (The first COVID-19 vaccine to
start human trials is an RNA vaccine.) Unlike a flu shot, which contains fragments of the influenza virus so your
immune system can learn to attack them, an RNA vaccine gives your body the genetic code needed to produce
viral fragments on its own. When the immune system sees these fragments, it learns how to attack them. An RNA
vaccine essentially turns your body into its own vaccine manufacturing unit.” -- Bill Gates 295

Are immunity passports and ‘vaccine tattoos’ coming?
“McHugh et al. developed dissolvable microneedles that deliver patterns of near-infrared light-emitting
microparticles to the skin. Particle patterns are invisible to the eye but can be imaged using modified smartphones.
By codelivering a vaccine, the pattern of particles in the skin could serve as an on-person vaccination record.”296

Your “Immunity Passport” Future Begins to Materialize as Airlines Call for Digital ID Tracking Systems
The World’s Largest Airline Trade Group has called for Immunity Passports, Thermal Screening, Masks, and
Physical Distancing to be part of the industry’s strategy for returning to “normal” operations. “We foresee the need
to collect more detailed passenger contact information which can be used for tracing purposes,” the report states.
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“Where possible, the data should be collected in electronic form, and in advance of the passenger arriving at the
airport including through eVisa and electronic travel authorization platforms.” 297

Bill Gates Negotiated $100 Billion Contact Tracing Deal With Democratic Congressman Sponsor of Bill Six
Months BEFORE Coronavirus Pandemic
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation helped negotiate who would score a $100 Billion government-backed
contact tracing contract in August 2019 — six months before the ‘pandemic’ arrived in the United States and four
months before it swept through China.298

‘Contact Tracing’ Group Funded By Soros & Gates, With Chelsea Clinton on Board, Wins Gov’t Contract
Partners in Health lists George Soros’ Open Society Foundations as an official partner, along with the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation. Partners In Health lists Open Society Foundations on its 2015 annual report as a
supporter to the tune of $1 million or above, along with the Gates Foundation. Chelsea Clinton serves on Partners
in Health’s Board of Trustees.299

“We Need an Army of Contact Tracers” – Meet the Enforcement Arm of the “New Normal”
As the people of the world grapple with a pandemic that is demonstrably less deadly than originally reported, the
public is being primed to accept an exponential increase in invasions of personal liberty and privacy.300
●

Coronavirus Panic Spreads, Bill Gates Talks Up ‘Digital Certificates’ to Enforce Mandatory Vaccines -- Gates is
milking this crisis for all that it is worth.301

●

Trump Administration Opposes Bill Gates’ Vaccine Tracking System on ‘Personal Liberty’ Grounds -- Gates wants
a “mark of the beast” digital tracking system for vaccines 302

●

COVID Credentials Initiative -- We are a global, cross-sector community of organizations using digital identity as a
way to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 and reboot public trust.303

ID2020 and partners launch program to provide digital ID with vaccines
The ID2020 Alliance has launched a new digital identity program at its annual summit in New York, in collaboration
with the Government of Bangladesh, vaccine alliance Gavi, and new partners in government, academia, and
humanitarian relief.304

Their partner GAVI, the Vaccine Alliance, is funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, as well as the World
Health Organization WHO, which is largely funded by the Gates Foundation.
Funded by Gates Foundation and just in time for the COVID-19 Plandemic:
Bill Gates & Intellectual Ventures Funds Microchip Implant Vaccine Technology
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The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has donated more than $21 million towards developing a vaccine
technology that uses a tattoo-like mechanism which injects invisible nanoparticles under the skin that is now
being tested in a vaccine against the virus that causes COVID-19
The microneedle technology is also being wed to injectable technology, funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, which embeds under the skin a vaccination record visible by near infrared light that can be read by
smartphone technology. … with aims to enable them in "house-to-house" vaccine campaigns undertaken by
people with "minimal training."305
●
●
●

Quantum-dot tattoos hold vaccination record306
Storing medical information below the skin’s surface -- Specialized dye, delivered along with a vaccine, could
enable “on-patient” storage of vaccination history.307
Bill Gates and Intellectual Ventures Funds Microchip Implant Vaccine Technology308

Gates Foundation Funds New Microchip For Biologically Embedding
Patient Data
The University of California Riverside reported that assistant professor
of bioengineering in Bourns College of Engineering William Grover was
awarded a grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to support
his work on a technology to biologically embed patient data.309

As the international news started to spread stories of a pandemic virus
out of Wuhan, China in January 2020, there was this curious development, the arrest of Harvard Chemistry
Chair, nano-tech maestro Charles Lieber.310 Conveniently left out of this aspect is his father, Robert I Lieber,311
top technical scientist working on satellite navigation and missile systems, including RCA’s AEGIS satellite
system, now managed by Lockheed Martin, SERCO, and QinetiQ, who have been connected through the
Queen’s Golden Share to the Pirbright Institute, holder of the patent for Coronavirus U.S. Pat. No. 10,130,701.
Harvard Professor & Two Chinese Nationals Charged in Three Separate China Related Cases
Unbeknownst to Harvard University beginning in 2011, Lieber became a “Strategic Scientist” at Wuhan University
of Technology (WUT) in China … Under the terms of Lieber’s three-year Thousand Talents contract, WUT paid
Lieber $50,000 USD per month, living expenses of up to 1,000,000 Chinese Yuan (approximately $158,000 USD
at the time) and awarded him more than $1.5 million to establish a research lab at WUT.312

Harvard University Professor Indicted on False Statement Charges313
Virus-Sized Transistors
Lieber has worked for the past decade on the design and synthesis of nanoscale parts that will enable him to build
tiny electronic devices. Devising a biological interface, in which a nanoscale device can actually communicate with
a living organism, has been an explicit goal from the beginning.314

Chinese Agent Charles Lieber & His Virus Transmitters
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Dr. Charles Lieber is a nano-scientist at Harvard University. He was recently charged by the American authorities
for secretly being a Chinese agent. However, there is a mystery surrounding the nature of his work. It is said he
was recruited for advanced research into nanowire-batteries. Lieber was in fact working on virus transmitters that
could penetrate cell membranes without affecting the intercellular functions and even measure activities inside
heart cells and muscle fibers. Lieber could create nanostructures using nothing but simple and inexpensive
chemical techniques. He even went a step further to show how these nanowires could be used as transistors,
complex logic circuits, data storage devices, and even sensors.315

How useful for a new Microsoft patent, perhaps as item “sensor 140”, to make humans into cryptocurrency
miners, rewarded with specific behaviour actions:
WO2020060606 -- CRYPTOCURRENCY SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA
Some exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure may use human body activity associated with a task provided to a user
as a solution to “mining” challenges in cryptocurrency systems. For example, a brain wave or body heat emitted from the user
when the user performs the task provided by an information or service provider, such as viewing advertisement or using certain
internet services, can be used in the mining process. Sensor 140 may be configured to sense the body activity of user 145. As
illustrated in FIG. 1, sensor 140 may be a separate component from user device 130 and be operably and/or communicatively
connected to user device 130. Alternatively, sensor 140 may be included and integrated in user device 130. For example, user
device 130 may be a wearable device having sensor 140 therein. The sensor 140 may transmit information/data to user device
130. Sensor 140 may include, for example, but not limited to, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanners or sensors,
electroencephalography (EEG) sensors, near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) sensors, heart rate monitors, thermal sensors, optical
sensors, radio frequency (RF) sensors, ultrasonic sensors, cameras, or any other sensor or scanner that can measure or sense
body activity or scan human body.316,317

INTERVIEW KARY MULLIS -- AIDS; Words from the Front
Referring to the guardians of the HIV establishment, such as Gallo and Fauci, Mullis (1993 Nobel Prize) suddenly
turns from rage to pity. I'm a moral person, but I'm not a crusader. There are some terrible motivations of humans
involved in this, and Gallo and Fauci have got to be some of the worst."318

Underlying the control of society through eugenics is the Malthusian doctrine about “useless eaters,” who must
be managed out of existence. How about by starving them? Incredible amounts of food are now being
destroyed due to the lockdown situations!
Dumped Milk, Smashed Eggs, Plowed Vegetables: Food Waste in the Pandemic
The widespread destruction of fresh food -- at a time when many Americans are hurting financially and millions are
suddenly out of work -- is an especially dystopian turn of events, even by the standards of a global pandemic.319

Rapid Implementation of Untested 5G Technology
Concern about 5G wireless technology is growing. During the current global lockdown there appears to be
accelerated installation of 5G towers, many around schools, all over the world. The installations are proceeding
as rapidly as possible, despite the fact that the health effects are unknown. Many experts are warning of known
dire effects upon humans, animals, plants, in fact the entire biosphere, that may well eventuate.
“Never before in history have humans been
so cleverly induced to slowly exterminate themselves –
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and happily pay big money for the privilege.”320
One narrative evolving in the present COVID-19 pandemic is that 5G is a cause or catalyst for its pathogenesis.
People are comparing maps of 5G distribution with confirmed COVID-19 cases. Looking at population densities
shows this to be a probable correlation without causation.
However, there is massive evidence that EMFs weaken the proper functioning of biological systems. 5G is a
new, untested technology, in the frequency range of microwave weaponry.
There are numerous mainstream articles writing this all off as just a “conspiracy theory,” there may well be more
to it.
Lloyd’s of London Insurance Won’t Discuss Their New EMF Exclusion Clause321
Petition: 26,000 Scientists Oppose 5G Roll Out
Despite widespread denial, the evidence that radio frequency (RF) radiation is harmful to life is already
overwhelming. The accumulated clinical evidence of sick and injured human beings, experimental evidence of
damage to DNA, cells and organ systems in a wide variety of plants and animals, and epidemiological evidence
that the major diseases of modern civilization -- cancer, heart disease and diabetes -- are in large part caused by
electromagnetic pollution, forms a literature base of well over 10,000 peer-reviewed studies.322

FCC Chair Commits to Enhancing WiFi/5G During Pandemic Despite Warnings From Experts
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) will use any excuse to promote, force, and speed up 5G
deployment despite warnings from a growing list of highly respected sources regarding more than severe biological
and environmental health risks.323

Scientists And Doctors Demand Moratorium On 5G -- Warning Of Health Effects
“We, the undersigned, more than 180 scientists and doctors from 35 nations, recommend a moratorium on the rollout of the fifth generation, 5G, for telecommunication until potential hazards for human health and the environment
have been fully investigated by scientists independent from industry.”324

5G Danger: 13 Reasons 5G Wireless Technology Will Be a Catastrophe for Humanity325
We Have No Reason to Believe 5G Is Safe – Scientific American, October 17, 2019326
Firefighters In CA Get Exempt Status For 5G
Firefighters in California are now exempt from having 5G antennas installed at fire stations. After producing medical
data indicating neurological damage to all firefighters working out of a station with 5G antennas, the firefighter’s
union (IAFF) managed to get the Governor of California to make an exemption for future stations to have cell towers
installed.327

Evaluation of the Potential Biological Effects of the 60 GHz Millimeter Waves Upon Human Cells
320 https://www.radiationdangers.com
321 https://smombiegate.org/lloyds-of-london-insurance-wont-discuss-their-new-emf-exclusion-clause/
322 https://principia-scientific.org/petition-26000-scientists-oppose-5g-roll-out/
323 https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/fcc-chair-commits-to-enhancing-wifi-5g-during-pandemic-despite-warnings-from-experts.html
324 https://ehtrust.org/scientists-and-doctors-demand-moratorium-on-5g-warning-of-health-effects/
325 https://www.globalresearch.ca/5g-danger-13-reasons-5g-wireless-technology-will-be-a-catastrophe-for-humanity/5680503
326 https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/we-have-no-reason-to-believe-5g-is-safe/
327 https://5gtechnologynews.com/firefighters-in-ca-get-exempt-status-for-5g/
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In conclusion, our results indicate that exposure to low-power radiations around 60 GHz does not cause any
signiﬁcant effect. However, they do not exclude a possibility of existence of effects or effects potentially induced
by prolonged exposures. Moreover, we cannot neglect possible synergistic effects and eliminate the possibility
that other exposure parameters, like frequency, exposure time, or ﬁeld polarization may have effects on
biosystems. Therefore, additional gene markers and radiation parameters should be further analyzed for an
extensive investigation of the potential biological effects of millimeter waves.328

Biological effect of Millimetre Radiowaves (mmWaves) -- 1977 -- declassified in 2012.
Studies conducted in humans and animals revealed that mmWaves caused changes in the body manifested in
structural alterations in the skin and internal organ, qualitative and quantitative changes of the blood and bone
marrow composition and changes in the conditioned reflex activity, tissue respiration, activity of enzymes
participating in the processes of tissue respiration and nucleic metabolism. The degree of unfavourable effect of
mmWaves depended on the duration of the radiation and individual characteristics of the organism .…329

5G Uses Same Frequencies As Pentagon’s “Active Denial System” Crowd Control Weapons
The U.S. military is also already well-versed in 5G technology, having long utilised it as a non-lethal form of crowd
control. The same 5G wavelengths utilised in the military’s so-called Active Denial System, or ADS, are described
as “weapons,” seeing as how they penetrate the top 1/64th of an inch layer of skin when directed at human bodies.
U.S., Russian, and even Chinese military forces all utilise 5G as a crowd control weapon, which bodes ominous
for its eventual release into local communities all around the world. This is why many such communities are fighting
back, or at least they are trying.
Dr. Ben-Ishai from The Hebrew University of Jerusalem discovered as part of a recent investigation that human
skin acts as a type of receptor for 5G radiation, drawing it in like an antenna.330

Military Active Denial System And 5G Wireless Radiation Connection -- Shocking!
The government is still lying to us how 5G is perfectly safe. Why is at the same time military using the same
frequency for crowd control as a biological weapon. The biological weapon is called Active Denial System
Dr. Barrie Trower, the leading microwave weapon expert who worked in British navy said the following: “The rollout
already started in Vienna, the unsuspecting people immediately suffered from nosebleeds, cardiac problems, chest
pains, fatigue, dizziness, vomiting in fact all of the symptoms of microwave sickness … known since 1932.”331

Congress tells FCC to reverse 5G ruling opposed by US military -- or it will
Pentagon and other agencies said plan could interfere with vital GPS signals.
Bipartisan leaders of two powerful congressional committees told the Federal Communications Commission to
reverse a ruling allowing a Virginia company to activate a 5G network that could disrupt military and other GPS
signals.
“But the Federal Communications Commission has used the crisis, under the cover of darkness, to approve a longstalled application by Ligado Networks -- a proposal that threatens to undermine our global positioning system
(GPS) capabilities, and with it, our national security,” the leaders wrote.332

Covid 19 Immunity 5G Wireless Dr. Buttar

328 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/224571055_Evaluation_of_the_Potential_Biological_Effects_of_the_60-GHz_Millimeter_Waves_Upon_Human_Cells
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5G actually disrupts the calcium channels within cell membranes, making the COVID-19 and other enveloped
viruses able to permeate the cell membrane more efficiently and rendering the resulting immune-compromised
individual into a precarious and potentially life-threatening situation.333

5G: Great risk for EU, U.S. and International Health!
Compelling Evidence for Eight Distinct Types of Great Harm Caused by Electromagnetic Field (EMF) Exposures
and the Mechanism that Causes Them, by Martin L. Pall, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and Basic
Medical Sciences 334

Even weak electro-magnetic fields cause significant long-term damage:
The Biological Effects of Weak Electromagnetic Fields: Problems and solutions -- Dr. Andrew Goldsworthy,
retired lecturer from Imperial College London, renowned for its expertise in electrical engineering and health
matters.
Many of the reported biological effects of non-ionising electromagnetic fields occur at levels too low to cause
significant heating; i.e. they are non-thermal. … Virtually all of the non-thermal effects of electromagnetic radiation
can be accounted for by the leakage of cell membranes. Most of them involve the inward leakage of free calcium
ions down an enormous electrochemical gradient to affect calcium-sensitive enzyme systems. This is the normal
mechanism by which cells sense mechanical membrane damage. … Damage to the thyroid gland from living
within 100 metres of a cell phone base station caused hypothyroidism. … Inward calcium leakage in the neurons
of the brain stimulates hyperactivity and makes it less able to concentrate on tasks, resulting in attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
Cell phone radiation damages DNA indirectly, either by the leakage of digestive enzymes from lysosomes or the
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) from damaged mitochondrial and plasma membranes. The results
are similar to those from exposure to gamma rays from a radioactive isotope. Effects of DNA damage include an
increased risk of cancer and a loss of fertility, both of which have been found in epidemiological studies. The
effects of cell phone and WiFi radiation have also been determined experimentally using ejaculated semen. The
results showed the production of ROS, and a loss of sperm quality and, in some cases, DNA fragmentation.335

Influence of Ionizing Radiation on Exosome Composition, Secretion & Intercellular Communication
A large variety of vesicles is actively secreted into the extracellular space by most type of cells. The smallest
nanoparticles (30-120 nm), called exosomes, are known to transport their cargo (nucleic acids, proteins and lipids)
between diverse locations in the body. Specific content of exosomes and their influence on recipient cells depends
primarily on the type of the secretory (donor) cell, yet several studies highlight the importance of environmental
stress on which the donor cells are exposed. Ionizing radiation, which induces damage to DNA and other structures
of a target cell, is one of well-recognized stress conditions influencing behavior of affected cells.336

Extensive data is extant on Radio Frequencies and their effect on the Environment, far too much to be included
herein. The reader is directed to this resource for detailed analysis: Broadcast Theory of Climate Change337
The Invisible Rainbow: A History of Electricity and Life by Arthur Firstenberg338 provides an excellent historical
review of the development of electricity and its effects upon life. As noted previously, the writer questions it as
a primary causative effect on the 1918 “Spanish” flu epidemic, though it may well have been supplementary.

333 Covid 19 Immunity 5G Wireless Dr. Buttar https://youtu.be/JRTVIeE1B4Y
334 https://ehtrust.org/wp-content/uploads/5g-emf-hazards-dr-martin-l.-pall-eu-emf2018-6-11us3.pdf
335 https://www.emrsa.co.za/the-biological-effects-of-weak-electromagnetic-fields-problems-and-solutions/
336 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27117741
337 http://broadcast.homestead.com/
338 https://www.amazon.com/Invisible-Rainbow-History-Electricity-Life/dp/1645020096
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We are bioelectric beings. These unprecedented synthetic signals are detrimentally affecting biospheric
functions. This is an excellent source of worthy data on the subject. A detailed synopsis is here.339
Increased Radiofrequency Radiation and The Decline of Birds, Bees and Wildlife
Biologists have noted that wildlife are susceptible to harm from manmade ambient electromagnetic fields.
Researchers are now attributing RFR from cellular telecommunications to be a contributing cause of bee “colony
collapse disorder”, insect disappearance, the decline in house sparrows in London, as well as the steady
deterioration of the world’s bird population with now than 40% of bird species under critical threat. Scientists note
a serious lack of radiation monitoring and protocols to study the impacts and call for precaution in the placement
of cell towers and further expansion of wireless broadband.340

There is at present no direct causation proven for 5G as a vector
of COVID-19. However, there is massive direct evidence of the
damaging effects of the electrification of our planet over the last
100+ years, on many levels in the biosphere.341 Implementation
of 5G will increase the damage to biological health on a planetary
scale. In this perspective, it should be investigated as an indirect
causative agent in the current situation.342
One of the potential uses for 5G will be the robotic AI monitoring
of people via drones and “dogs” such as the Boston Dynamics
robot Spot now being used to enforce “social distancing” in
Singapore.343

Conclusion
The conclusion is that one must keep an open mind. Consider the data presented here, a perspective-based
snapshot of an evolving global crisis. Further research by
everyone is promoted. One must be dedicated to awareness and
vigilance in acquiring and assessing data. Calling people
“conspiracy theorists” for simply investigating beyond the official
narrative is simply a sign of a closed mind, especially when one
can see from the limning of facts presented here that there is far
more to the picture than a single deadly virus with a wanted poster
that the world should be cowering in fear from, until saved by
agenda driven uber wealthy people of questionable character.
The science is definitely not settled, on viruses, vaccines or EMF
pollution. There is no doubt that the global lockdown has been
perpetrated by very powerful people appearing to be involved in
massive fraud and anti-human eugenics programs, contrary to
numerous laws and moral ethics.

339 https://www.5gexposed.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/English-Summary-of-The-Invisible-Rainbow-A-History-of-Electricity-and-Life-3.pdf
340 https://mdsafetech.org/environmental-and-wildlife-effects/
341 https://ehtrust.org/electromagnetic-fields-impact-tree-plant-growth/
342 https://manhattanneighbors.org/5g-corona/
343 https://www.businessinsider.com/roaming-robodog-politely-tells-singapore-park-goers-to-keep-apart-2020-5
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Even if the key movers are stopped, the global machinery of government departments, extra-governmental and
non-governmental agencies is in high gear. The crackdown on human rights will harm far more people than
ever will be harmed with the alleged SARS-COVID-2 virus.
Any decisions moving forward must be made in honor of humanity’s future legacy. To do less is to succumb to
corruption and the decimation of the human population.

~~~

Seeing me before him,
The enemy attacks,
But by that time
I am already standing
Safely behind him.
Morihei Ueshiba,
The Art of Peace344

344 http://www.geocities.ws/tijeloum/virtualbook/artofpeace.pdf
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